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£lty Government

j

...lay evening, Mayor
Alderman Cooper and
.Aiil absent,
was

s

City

February 1,

of the city govern-

t*

Balance of the

1 rial

of Belfast

ASSETS
B. M. L. R. R, Co
Trust Funds,

Stock,

$500,000 00
76,065.79

City Deficiency.

98,296 36

Tax De ds.$1,179 42
j City Team.. 1,300.00

read and pass-

State on the Lower br dge is $49,500 00.
We are advised as follows in a letter
under date of Jan. 2P, 1921, from Paul D.

1921

Gravel Bank.
600.00
Motor Trucks. 1,800,00
.$ 477 77 Sewer Assessments.
1.006 00
220 92 :

l

627
14
27
8
152
86
28
49
926
190
62
60

;

20
70
97
00
61
06

Due from Town of Monroe
Due from Town of Sears-

114.50

mont.,,.
I Due
from Trust Funds, Inc.
!
Acct.
i

126.50

;

;

|

41
r A. Schubert...
80
Ralph Hayford
7s
T, S. Thompson,
50 I
Bupt.
22
116 00 Dae from Stat :
329 4 ;
Mothers’ Dependent Relief
3s 9L :
Soldiers’ Dependent Relief
93 75
State Paupert and Misc...
158 9.1
State Pensions.
67 48

j

10 00
97.01

$4,039 60

1 reasurer were

School Appropriations
Overdrawn:
School Charity
Free Text Books
Repairs and Insurance.
School Transportation.

Banks be, and he
lrnission to install

A.

tank

line

in

front ol

reet, subject to the
mittee on highways.
and hereby is, rec-

>

2,762

15,923

305.97
2,694 00

3.620.86

67.40
Taxes, 1914.
Taxes, 1920
5.811.25

5.878 66

1,464 02
3,622 11

Banks.

5,086 13
$716,085.66

mndred and fifty
on the tax assess-

i. C

f'endleton

41

127.02
593,87

Cash

LIABILITIES
Bonded Debt,

$590,000.00

Trust Funds:
Belfast Free
Belfast Free

on a

Library.50,659.36
nstruction; it being
Library, Inc.
Acct.
1,235.86
in excess of twenty
Cemetery Perpetual Care

f

auu

Mayor
re

by

Fund.20,210.76
C. A. Society of Maine
3,000.00
Hume for Aged Women. 3,000.00

vmy

instructed

are,

Company,

Medical Examination.
General School Purposes...
School Supt.

ax assessed against
Company for the year
unpaid, and to em-

cute

said action.

(ion

was

>

ii

6.092.79
187.60

Unexpended:

220.21
570 88
73,21

Armory
Brown-Tail Moth.
City Team Expense
City Park

received in

and City Council

r

50.00

Misc. Appropriations

ro““*

Contingent.

Hast:

Discount

on

to-day
Elsie ferguson, the famous Paramount
photoplay star, will be seen in tier latest
starring vehicle, “Lady Rose’s Daugh- I
based on Mrs. Humphry Ward’s
ter,
celebrated novel, at the Colonial today.
It

beautiful

is a

photoplay

in which Miss

|

FRIDAY
Servants sometimes prove even betterlooking ladies and gentlemen than those
whom they serve. It is largely a matter

of clothes.
This is cleverly shown in “You Never
Can Tell,” the romance of a little checkroom girl and the initial Bebe Daniels
starring vehicle for Realart.
It is being
shown Friday.
“You Never Can Tell” ;
was tceuarized
by Tom Geraghty and
Helmar Bergman from two Saturday
Evening Post stories by Grace Lovell
Bryan. Chester Franklin directed.

SATURDAY
Percy Here in “The Husband
Hunter”
Eileen Percy in her second William
Fox production, a breezy society
comedy,
‘‘The Husband Hunter,” adapted from F.
Scott
Fitzgerald’s
popular
Saturday
7.799,74
Evening Post story, “Myra Meets His
Family,” is announced tor presentation
Saturday.
Miss Percy enacts the role of Myra
Hastings, a young girl who sets out to

School Contingent.
67.85
Free High School. 1,401.60

to recover

Theatre

Eileen

Appropriations
Unexpended:

iiy of Belfast against

Mayor.

78,005 98

School

be commenced in

.o

WESCOll

Ferguson plays three parts with signal
Her support
ability.
includes David
Powell, Herbert E. Holmes, frank Losee
and Ida Waterman,

ird of assessors that
ed

84

92

824.60

Machinery and Tcois.

passed in

were

Mis

Colonial

24.00

Bridges.12,367

and

Adjourned.

209,00
1,208 91

100 00

7,665.24

Taxes.

340.11

Ciiapter of American Interest. 1,065.72
ropriated all of its Memorial Building. 42b 70
drying on the public Overlays
951.82
citv of Belfast, in
432 49
Pauper Dept.
Police Dept.
455,16
sun, Public Health
Railroad Investigation.
Sewers.
Sidewalks.
Street Lighting.
Snow Removal..
Lower Bridge.

|

whom she never has !
met. The young man is tipped off as to
Myra’s intention by a friend, and together they concoct a scheme
whereby they ;
expect to teach the “husband hunter” a
sound lesson in the art of “pursuing
men.”
marry

a

young

man

MONDAY

00

1,000
1,203,95
1.987 00

ling of the executive
William Farnum, the popular William
•eliast Chapter, after I
F'ox star, is coming to the Colonial Thea836 20
urces from which
613 30
tre in one of the most stirring roles of his
hr be expected, it was
6,500 00 23.338.99 career. It is that. of’Francois Villon, the
sum
of
live
lilitioual
famous vagabond in Justin Huntly Me30.00
:s necessary, in order ! Due Breaking ice Acct.
Carthy’s book and play “If I Were King”
196.35
on tliis work for an- ! Due Street Sprinkling Acct.
—a role made famous on the stage by E.
299 35
73 00
Dog Licenses.
as voted that Elmer
H. Sothern.
nan
of the lmawce
Mr. Farnum has given to the screen
14.141,60
Coupon Acct.
me city government
Loans
2,600.00 many of the most important pictures I
Temporary
( live hundred dolshown in the last few years. His dual !
mipter for said pur$716,085.66 role in “A Tale of Two Cities,” Charles
In connection with the above analysis Dickens’ famous story, is still being
ler A.
Sherman, on
shown throughou the United 5tal.es and
the City of Bel
.ipter, in accordance of the Trial Balance of
Great Britain and on the continent
It is
and
books
representation
fast, as shown by the Treasurer’s
indeed a classic in motion picture art.
bunt the request for as of
February 1, 1921, and particularly Another among Farnum’s innumerable
.did ask that the same
with refereuce to the overdraft of $12,- big pictures is “Les Miserabies,” which,
like “A Tale of Two Cities,” will be
367.92 on highways and bridges, the ex- shown and
ier A. Sherman
reshown for years.
His
h the terms of the penditure on highways and bridges to “Riders of the Purple Sage” and his
February 1, not including F’ebruary 7th “Rainbow Trail” drew packed houses
g order was passed:
wherever shown.
payroll, and exclusive of the lower bridge,
of
the
pecognition
for
amounts
specthe
includes
following
TUESDAY
sherman for and in

Ciiapter of the
appropriation

isi
-s

f

.1

r an
rs

uses

($500.00) toward

ial construction work:

of the presthat the city council

on this petition, and
merit recommends to
ment to be elected in
appropriation of live
>b' for that purpose.

Road, $4,485.81
1,843.32
729.19
345 88
511 00
89.70
690.U0
687.20

Kelley

incident to the

ue sense

"Fool and His

Cost of building Robbins
Kaler bridge
V
»

Ellis

Dog Island bridge
Parks Road bridge
Expended on Upper bridge
Paid

State Patrol work

on

$9,382.10
The

The George Barr McCutcheon story
has been brought to the screen in a manner that will delight those who see it.
The entertainment aiTorded is of the kind
that compels and holds the attention.
You will find Eugene O’Brien in the best
role he has had and his performance is

magnetically delightful.
WEDNESDAY
The great

powerful

ffllOAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
Smoked
St

Butter 55Tb

Finnan Haddies16
FIRST TRIP -NUT

fc,s

25c lb

FROZEN

Halibut 38c

services rendered by the
trucks that are being

motor

manufactured now, play an important
in Wally Keid’s latest picture,
"Wbat’s your Hurry?” by Byron Morof Wally’s rece it successes,
author
gan,
“The Roariug Road” and “Excuse My
Dust.” The majority of Wally’s admirers would find it hard to imagine their
star in the role of the hairy-chested hero,
but he provea in this, his latest picture,
that he cati don overalls and do a real
he-man’s work wuth the best of them.
As a climax you will see hew Wally
saves the great Gabtillo dam fiom overflooding the valley, by his thoughtful
work with the motor truck. Lois Wil
son, considered one of the screen’s most I
beautiful leading women, is seen in sup-

part

VERMONT CREAMERY

ulders

Money,” Featuring Eugene
O’Brien

amount already remitted to the

lb

I

port.

More Jell-o 10c

pkg.

Perry’s Market

I

a

Living

_

BASKET BAIL
The Belfast “Speed Artists” won from
the Colby College live in a very interesting and closely contested game in the
In the first
Armory Thursday night.

February 13th
i

Iniversalist Church will have a layman in its
this date.
Dr. Foster C. Small will assist our
v. William
Vaughan, by giving the address,
the happy chinch home ot many and our num-

uicreasing,

but there is

room

His invitation to you, if

for

more.

We

are

not an attendwhere, to make your home with us. We believe
nnething to offer which you will find worth
Dur preaching and singing are of the best. It
*

!lt

you are

your loss if you do NOT
"u will want to come
again.

Come

attend.

once

»«

>«

~~~~

The summary:

Belfast

Vaughan If 2
Norton rf 8
Smalley c 2 (1*
Matthews lb
Holfses rb 2
Referee, Donahue.

Colby
rb Sockett 7
lb Vail 2
c Barnes 5
rf Emery 4
If Smith 2

The C. H. Rice Co.’s five, Bangor’s
fastest amateur team, will play the Belfast A. A. live in the Armory Saturday

evening, Feb. 12th. Game called at 9 p.
cents admission.
m., with 30

—

1

*i

■

.—-

“Old

week.

EAT MORE FISH
ELEGANT BAY

PERSONAL

The cutter Zizinia

Tuesday
light

on

was in the harbor
and installed new tanks for the
the monument.

Miss Anne M, Kittredge left
for a short visit in Portland.

Belfast Board of Trade has acinvitation to visit the Islescepted
boro Board next Tuesday evening. For
an

Mrs. John H. Quimby has been confined to her room several days with a severe
cold.
Mrs. Benj. H. Mudgettand little
daughter Jane are visiting friends in Everett
Mass.

Harolds. Webb left Wednesday cm ft
two-days’ business trip to Springfield,

Mrs. Patrick Ttoy and daughter Helena
Thursday for Hyde Park, Mass., to

eft

accompany the remains of Mr. Troy for
interment. They will remain for a few

Mrs. W. J. Bhiiey of Brunswick a
the
guest of her son, Fred V\. Bailey anc?

weeks with relatives.

family.

Louisville, Kentucky,

Miss E. Maude Barker went to
Bangor
to spend several weeks with rel-

of

Monday

Abner F. Boswell have written the City
Marshal, M. R. Knowlton, to ask his as-

atives.

Mrs. Ella F. Jrie of Rockland arri ved
called by the luneral of Mrs.
H. L. Woodcoc.r.

sistance in locating him.
He weighs
about 175 pounds, is five feet ten inches
tall and has black hair and eyes. He has
not been heard from for two years.
Any-

Iuesday,

Miss Maigaret N. Hazeltine has returned from Boston, where she spent several
weeKs with friends.

knowing of his whereabouts please
communicate with Mr. Knowlton.
d he Central Maine Power Company isone

Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Ingersol and.
little son are visiting in New
Hampshire
and in Massach lsetts.

sued the

following statement to their
Belfast customers the first of the current

Miss Ruth V/iiey left Saturday for a.
short visit in Boston, the guest of Miss.
Charlotte B. Wadsworth.

month:

“From this date the Central Maine
d’ower Company operates the plant formerly operated by the Penobscot Bay
Fllectric Company. All checks for due
electric and merchandise bills should be
made to order of Central Maine Power
Co.
R. C. Carter, Supt.”

Mrs. James u. James is
visiting L.er
sister in Kosimdale, Mass, and Mr
James’ sister in
Claremont, N. H.
Miss Harriet N.

Roulstone of Bears—
recently operated oq at
lapley Hospital, is gaining rapidly.
Mrs. W. L. West returned
Saturday
from a trip including visits in
Portland,
and Massachusetts and in
Elkin, N C.

who
port,^
the

The annual ball to be given at the Armory on Monday evening, February 21st,
in observance of Washington’s birthday,
under the auspices of Canton Pallas, will
be one of the pleasant events of the win-

Miss Nellie Hichborn has
returned to
Stockton Springs after spending se-.era
weeks with her sister, Miss
Emma H d

program will be given bv McKeen’s Orchestra.
The price of the tickets are so
iow that the entire program should be

born.

Miss Edith
E.Knowlton, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. trank A. Knowlton of
pairUeid
has been the guest of Mrs.
cha-i-s
Walden.

enjoyed by all.
Belfast friends ot Rudolph tl. Wiggin,
chief gunner’s mate, U. S. N„ a former
Belfast boy and son ot Frank R. Wiggin
of Newport, Maine, have received news

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute
ha .e returned Irom
Detroit, Mich., and Hunlord, Conn., where they have been guests
ot relatives.

of his marriage to Miss Gertrude John,
of Newburyport, Mass. The wedson
ding took place at the Unitarian parson-

■

Mrs. James H. Howes returned
Satur-

day

and

on

their return will reside

S.

C.

Pattee will have

valen-

a

a

valentine box,

day for an extended visit with rela'. ves
in
Camden, Rockland, Portland, Lynr.
and Boston.
While in Boston they v..l'
attend
the
Lasiman Photographers

while from 3.30

dance w-ith music by McKeen’s
The public will be admitted
orchestra.

to 5.30
for

a

smalt fee.

a

with

valentine

There wilt be

School.

Mrs. Amos F. Carleton has returnee
from an extended visit in W’estvi.ie

games

favors for the winners

and also favors for all the dancers.

Conn.,

The

will include folk dancing, a solo
dance by Helen Foster and a song by Eugene Hammons with a chorus of little
The Searsport class will be guests
for the afternoon.

COD
10c. per lb.

These Codfish are freshly caught in our
obscot Bay. Have one baked for your
Sunday dinner.

Islesboro

own

Clams

in the shell and freshly opened. These are deliciIslesboro clams received every day. Clams
may be cooked in so many different ways one never
tires of them:
ous

ESCALLOPED

Mr. Charles VV. Frederick, h;s
Kher
Augusta 6. Frederick, an
V Sv
lett
Mary Owen
Monday to spend"‘he
remainder ot the winter m Flor.da
They will go directly to
..
later to the South oar? of the Sure,

|

Jacksonv./le

Belfast friends of Walter A. Cow.
former member of the W'aldo C
arI Bar and at one time the County A
their spectators. There was no attempt ney, will be interested to learn tF ■*, he
lias entered into partnership with Ransat decoration and only light refreshments
j ford VV. Shaw of Houlton and has begun
McKeen’s orches- his work there.
were served by Arey.
Mr. Cowan began, his
j
The law practice in Winterport, but since
tra of six pieces furnished music.
last
has
been
June
located in Hai.eweil
first three numbers were exclusive to
He has many friends in this city who rethose in costume and the march for un- ]
I gretted to have him leave the countv.
masking had about thirty couples, in- 1
In a personal note from St Augustine,
There were j
cluding several children,
Miss Louise H. Ferguson, w-’o is.
I
little sisters in pink aprons, sun bonnets Fla.,
J spending the winter there, says: ‘T he
and ankle ties, the cretou girl twins, a climate here is fine, no real hot wvat.'ier
j
bride, Aunt Dinah, music twins, ballet 1! yet and only one day when we have ..ad
Have joined a car;
rb
girls, negro waiters, clowns, antiquari- to have a lire
You
and play two evenings a week.
ans, Uncle Sam, Red Cross nurses, Ara- would enjoy it.
I also go to the Maine
bian girls, old men and women and other C.ub, which has over 200 members.
A
is
local
here
to
in
color
and
in
giving the registra* mi?,
paper
gay
gowns from grave
cut. A dear “iittie boy and girl” left j of the different States and credits Maine
with 500, while Ohio has 3,000.”
after the first dance for fear their hus-

might recognize them, but they
ive.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland G. Lam*
been perfectly safe
Mrs. i
Fred G. Spinney was reallv the genuine through the February term of the Probeen allowed to change rne
surprise of the alfair when she unmasked bate Court,
name of their little son from Rolan :
k,
as she was a real countryman in to see
bands

must

have

the fun and enjoy the dance, who kept on
his handsome wool scarf, long glovts
and handled his long whio with skill
The net proceeds were $113.73 and $35 of
a
whetl
it were devoted to buying
stretcher for the Waldo Countv Hospi-

r.

to Robert Miller Stark,

end

REMEMBER THE PLACE

Bramhall’s Market

for

a

or emi-

nent attorney in Waltham. Mas*.

^ “Old Fashion” Shoe Sale
at

I

The Dinsmore Store
next week.

Business iorais

A Bank stands for ABSOLUTE MORALITY in
business. Some men can get by with questionable
PERSONAL habits, but when it comes to BUSINESS matters, especially MONEY, everyone demands the very STRICTEST INTEGRITY.

This Bank stands for the HIGHEST GRADE
of financial ethics.

2% Paid

STEAMED
FRIED
STEW
CHOWDER

She \sa« acgrandda ugtr

Mrs.

The masquerade Dali in the Armory
Monday evening, under the auspices of
the Universalist Guild, was a most enjoyable event, furnishing pleasure to
those in costume and an equal amount to

The Bank
or

daughter, Mrs. H. Don-

companied bv her lute:
Norma Mansur.

:

Pen-

Friday

with her

ald Mansur, and iamily.

program

girls.

she

Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Stuart left Wednes-

tine afternoon at her regular class session Saturday.
From 2 tc 3.30 there
will be

Campeilo, Mass., where

Rev. Albert E. Luce of Bangor wa the
guest of Rev. and Mrs. C. w
Martin
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Whitten
while in Belfast several days on o:'.>:a
business.

at New-

port, R. 1., where the groom is connected
with the U. S. Torpedo Station.
Mrs.

lrom

been for some weeks the guest of he*
daughter, Mrs. R. P. vv hitman, and ‘am-'
iiy.
had

Newburyport Sunday, Feb. 6th
a reception followed.
They left immediately for a short trip to New York
in

was

Mrs. Seavey A. Piper of
who hag
been spending tbe past Troy,
week with he'
sister, Mrs. A. F. Wood, has returnee
home.

ter. d'he hall will be artistically decorated for the occasion and the concert

age
and

is the

Mrs Annie Vose of Island Falls is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Bailey.

particulars call President Davis.
At the regular meeting of the Sons of
Veterans’ Auxiliary there will be a picnic
supper followed by initiation and entertainment.
Members are requested to
bring food for the supper.

Relatives in

Saturday

Alonzo Hart of Lawrence, Mass
guest of his brother, Everett Har*.

The

tal, the League’s gift to Mrs. Cecil Clay

Thursday, evening, at 8:45 under the
auspices of the B. H. S. There will be
dancing until 12 with music by McKeen’s
orchostra.

The News of Belfast.

for the purpose.

The Belfast Five Aces will play the
Belfast Speed Artists in the Armory

this,

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ri1

period the visitors held the lead, but in
the last period Norton’s quick and accurate shots helped to hold the score 29 to
28.

(

His-

tory7
Critics have placed Mauiiee Tourneur’s
new picture, “The Last of the Mohicans,” by J Feniniore Cooper, in a new
It is called
category of film productions.
a
permanent photoplay classic, which
the ordinary
means that it wiil live when
entertainment film has passed on. This
the
first
being that
is for several reasons,
Tourneur proved he could make an aosorbing entertainment out of Cooper’s
famous story, and at the same time preeducational val
serve the historical and
The Colonial Theatre oilers his exues.
travagant production Wednesday, Feb.
23rd.

1 MEN'S SUNDAY

full this social time.
“Taxes, Who Shall Pay Them?” was
There will be preaching services in the the subject introduced to the Men’s FoWoods schoolhonse, West Northport, next rum last Sunday by Mr. Harold S.
Webb,
Sunday at 2.30 p. m., preaching by Rev. who gave a very suggestive and profitable
Charles W. Martin.
address. Among the many things suggested was the taxing ot luxuries, toThe regular services will be held at the
bacco, bachelors, childless married womUniversalist church Sunday with seretc. It was quite evident that the
William en,
mon
at 10 45 a. m. by Rev.
worshippers at the shrine of “My Lady
Vaughan. The choir will have a special Nicotine” were in no
way disposed to
The Sunday school
musical program.
accept such a proposal without protest.
will meet at noon.
As for the bachelors, if they said nothing
against the proposition, it is reasonable to
First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
suppose they did some hard thinking. As
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
for the last named proposal, it would
service at 10.45 a. m., Some Apostles of
have certainly been
to have
Nature; II, Thoreau. Church school at heard what the unborninteresting
babies who “trailnoon
All cordially invited to worship
ing clouds of glory
come from God
at this church.
who is our home” and cannot lind a human home to welcome
would have
People’s Meth- said about those who them,
Methodist Church.
prefer to lavish afodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin, fection on a
pet poodle-dog rather than
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- a little child. A warm invitation is exSunday morning preach- tended to the men of the
phone, 213.11.
city to attend
ing, lu.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening the forum. Speaker for next
Sunday
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this, Rev. A. C.
Elliott, subject, “The Church
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
and Democracy.”
The seventh picture-talk in the “Better !
The annual meeting of the Universalist America” series will
be given in the i
held
Tuesday evening follow- church next
church was
Sunday evening, subject, j
ing a pleasant parisn supper at 6 o’clock “What Our Fathers Paid
for the Liber-I
Judge M. W. ties of the
with about 50 present*
Republic.” This will be one
Lord presided and the following officers of the best in the scries
and should be
were chosen: Executive
board, Dr. Fos- heard by everyone in Belfast.
It br.ngs
ter C. Small, M. W. Lord, Elij-h Ritchie,
before us some of the outstanding men of
Mrs Geo. VV. Frisbee and Mrs. Charles history and deals with
events of vast
Bradbury; clerk, C. E. Johnson; treas., historical importance from the
days of
L. J. Pottle; moderator, M. W. Lord; ancient Greece to the
great World War.
chairman of subscription
committee, Let all those who appreciate the liberties
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse. Rev. William we enjoy and wish to
preserve these libVaughan of East Belfast has consented erties for our children and the
generations
The anto supply for the coming year.
yet to be, plan to hear this splendid talk.
nual reports were encouraging and the
management enters with enthusiasm on
The fourth quarterly conference of the
the new yeai.
Methodist church have elected the following officers and committees at the
The First baptist Church.
Rev. recent
meeting under the direction of
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13 Rev. A. E. Luce of
Bangor:
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services
Trustees, C. E. Frost, Ralph Bramhall,
of worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and F. O.
Roberts, Edwin Frost, E E. Roder7.30.
Bible school at 12 o’clock. Chrisick, Leo Herrick, Capt. C. B. Swett, Mrs.
tian Endeavor at 6.30
Thursday at 7.30 Alice Bramhall, Eugene
Pierson; Stewthe mid-week service. The public is
ards, Mrs. Alice Bram iall, Sarah Stewart,
heartily invited tc attend.
Mary Whitmore, Annie Frost, Ellen CresPastor Sauer’s sermon themes are as
sey, Clara Cottrell, Mrs. Frank Whitten,
follows: morning, “The Beauty of God.”
Georgia Dow, Nellie Pierson, Misses Ethel
Evening, “Lot, and his escape from Frost, Leverne
Whitten, Ann Going, Lora
Sodom.”
Text, “Escape for thy life; Maxcy. Lena Sanborn, Edwin
Frost, C.
look not believe thee;” Gen. 19:17. At- E.
Frost, George Curtis, trank Downs;
tractive music by the chorus choir and
Recording Steward, Mrs. Annie Frost;
soloists are a feature of these services of District
Steward, Edwin Frost: Commuworship, and the public is cordially in- mon bteward, Mrs. Mary
W’hitmore;
vited to be present.
is
the Custodian of
February
Deeds, C. E. Frost; Sunday
month of evangelism with this church, School
C. E. Frost and Miss Ann
Supts.,
and special emphasis is laid on bringing
Going; President Ladies’ Aid, Mrs. Mary
friends to the services of the church,
Whitmore; President Dorcas Guild, Miss
and of making vital religion the theme of Bertha
Whitten; Pres. Womans’ Foreign
conversation.
Missionary Society, Mrs. Matia Wadlin;
The activities of the church for the Pres.
Standard Bearers, Dorotny Champresent week are numerous. On Monday
berlain; Apportioned Benevolences, C. E.
evening the younger boys of the Sunday Frost, Mrs. Alice
Bramhall, Mrs. John
school were entertained at the home of
Dow; Foreign Missions, Mrs. Matia WadMr. and Mrs. Lauriston Nichols, Court
Mrs. Ella Whitten, Mrs. Annie Frost;
lin,
street
Tuesday evening the church was Home
Missions, Miss Ann Going, Mrs,
represented at a meeting of the Board of Nellie
Miss'
Pierson; Sunday
Managers of the S'ate Convention at Bertha Whitten and Mrs. Schools,
C. B. Swett;;
Waterville by Deacon Charles E. Rhoades
Education, Miss Lena Sanborn, Mrs.
and the orchestra had an evening of
Georgia Dow, Miss Leverne Whitten;
music at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Hospitals, Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Mrs. !
H. Robertson, Franklin street.
Wednes- Mary
Whitmore; Temperance, Mrs Samday afternoon the Ladies’ Sewing Circle uel Durost and Charles
Getchell; Audit-,
met with Miss Isabel Ginn, 110 High
ing, Clarence Frost; Parsonage and Furstreet. They will give one of their deniture, Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Mrs. Mary
lightful public suppers on Tuesday even- Whitmore, Mrs. F. L.
Whitten; Estimating, Feb. 15th. Mrs. W iliiam F. Stevens ing Ministerial
Support, Leverne Whitand Mrs. William Holt are in charge of
ten, Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Mrs. Mary
the stipper. The menu wi'l keep to the
Mrs. Georgia Dow, C. E.
! Whitmore,
usual high standard and the public is
Frost; Church Welcome, C. E. Frost, Mr. j
asked to remember this supper. Chorus Edwin
Frost, F. O. Roberts, Mrs. Alice
rehearsal, under the direction of Mr. Pa- Bramhall, Frank Downs, Miss Bertha
at
que te,
7:30, promptly.
Thursday Whitten; Director Social and Recreationevening the mid-week service will have al Life, Miss Leverne
Whitten, Mrs. G.
interest
for
all
members
of the Dow, Miss Bertha
special
Whitten, Mrs. C. B.
church. Saturday, weather permitting,
Swett; Christian Stewardship, C. E.
there are special hikes scheduled for the
Frost, Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Miss Leverne
boys of the church.
Whitten.
The fifteenth annual Slate Boys’ ConRev. Charles W. Martin was requested
ference will be held March 4, 5, 6 at Portto return for the fifth year as pastor or
land. It is expected that 1,200 boys will
the church with an increase of salary.
be in attendance. The full quota of boys,
with leaders, will attend from this church
CAPT FRANKLIN S. COOMBS
without doubt. One of the interesting
features of last Sunday’s Bible school
Capt. Franklin S. Coombs died Monday
session was a group of 38 boys from fifteen years and under. Sunday school at- mo.ning, Feb. 7th, at his home, No. 33
Sunday morning and Mayo street, of the effects of a shock
tendance, 119.
evening there will be a free will offering
following a long period of ill health. He
for famine sufferers in China.
: was born in
Belfast, the son of Capt.
Robert and Jane P. (Gilkey) Coombs.
North Congregational Church.
His age was 82 years, 1 month and 7
Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
days. In his active years he followed
High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning the sea and was master mariner. One of
worship at 10.45, sermon by the pastor. his commands was the
brig Rio, which
Church school at noon.
Men’s Forum at was
hauled up on the shores of East Bel12.15. Stereopticon lecture at 7.30 p. fast
and went to pieces. July 14, 1888,
m.
Strangers and visitors cordially wel- he married Mrs. Sarah A.
Burgess, now'
comed at all the services.
deceased.
One
brother, Jordan W.
There will be an escalloped clam and
The
of this city, survives him
baked bean supper and White Elephant Coombs,
funeral was held Wednesday at 2 p. m
Party- in the church parlors on Thursday with Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the First
evening, beginning at six o’clock, for all Parish Unitarian church officiating.
members of the church and parish. The
evening entertainment will begin immeFashion” Shoe Sale
diately after supper with an hour of play
for the children.
Price lor supper and
at
entertainment, 35 cents. Admission to
evening entertainment only, adults 15
The Dinsmore Store
It is to be
cents, children, li cents.
hoped that all interested in the church
next

_

“Last of the Mohicans” Now

ALL FLAVORS

I will plan to be present and enjoy to the

CHURCHES

....

93

Misc. Appropriations
Overdrawn:
Float and Ferry. 1,916 00
Fire Department.
814.89

Highways

read

8,451.62

in the immediate future.
C. W.

j

collector, showing
-169,225.00 and the

“It is doubtful if the contribution already made will any more than meet the
City’s share of the expense when the
final accounting is made.
It is possible
that we may have to call for a little
ruore money, but we
hope this will not be
the case.*’
1 he State
Commission has

pose

747.00

1,320

State Highway

indicated its willingness to join with the
State and county in the building of the
Perkins Road bridge, and a permanent
organization will be made for that pur-

brary Fund. 1,098 47
77.78
Cemetery Fund.

Due from
Due from
Due from
Due from

Engineer,

Chief

Commission:

Highway

396.94

Due from Belfast Free Li-

89

Sargeni,

THE

FIVE ( ENTS

on

Checking Accounts

-^Waldo Trust
UNITY

Company *€-

BELFAST
MAINE

BROOKS

The Republican

whatever they represent because for the
time being we are entrusted with the perpetuation of this government, the foundations of which are justice to all and
special privilege to none.

Journal

Belfast, Thursday, Feb 10, 1921
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican loumal Pub.

The

Co.

for one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
12.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
or three months.

one

Fishing

BAXTER

Men who have b.en to any considerextent conversant with public af-

able

information concerning the

who has been unexpectedly called
■upon to become our chief magistrate.
There are, however, thousands of people,
man

especially in the northern half of the
who know very little about him.
born in Portland 43 years ago

was

that city has been his home. He
educated in the public schools of
Portland; was graduated from Bovvdoin

ana

College and, iater on, from Harvard Law
School. Although a lawyer by profession he has connection with large busiinterests which he has managed i
ness

(efficiently

and

For

well.

least

at

20 ;

years he has been keenly interested in
State government and has served six
years as a Representative to the Legisla-

Senators from Cum-

berland county and last >ear
uie

j

In 1909-10 he

ture from his native City.
of the State

■was one

_v

oexiaie.

piesexn.

ue

was

elected

was

cxiuseii

]

president of this body by a unanimous
vote which clearly shqws the estimation
n which he is held by men who are in
a position to measure* and appraise his
.fitness for the work to‘be done.
We have known Mr.,Baxter intimately
«.i nee he first came to Augusta as a Representative to the

Legislature,

sixteen

jn

whicl* that

Legislatures in

gentleman

He is

active member.

an

unas-

suming man, is inclined more to studijusness than to display of his ta ents,
nas a logical mind and a conservative
emperament. As a lawyer he is well]
in the Constitution and the Stat-

versed

of

ntes

safe

Stale.

our

He is a cautious and

and has had eight
experience in legislative wrork.

business

years’

man

We believe he will

the affairs

administer

,»f the State wisely and with fidelity.
Since Maine became a State seven
have succeeded to the Governorship b\ leason of death or resignation. Not one of them made solemn oath
•‘support the Constitution of the Unitrther

States and of this State

er

*hali
v

■

men

remain

a

so

long

citizen * thereof”

as

as

I

our

nsiitution requires of every Governor
Jected by the people, before he enters

There is nothing in the
Constitution wrhich required any of these
his duties.

upon

who filled

men

make this oath.
being

sworn

Governor

vacancies to

Mr. Baxter insisted

on

and Chief j Justice Cornish

adjourned court, went L? the State House
and administered the oath. Our

new

Gov-

certainly made a commendable beginning. When Mr. Baxter was chosen
o be president of the Senate, according
to custom, he made a short speech of acernor

We have made a few extracts
eptance.
order that our readers may know that

n

Go vernor Baxter is sensible and rightminded:
As your chosen representative I dedicate to your service whatever abilities I
possess.

josen

.1

In our system of Government, all power
inherent in the people! Whatever is
decreed as the Law by the people must
remain the Law until repealed in lawful
js

manner.

Any Government of the whole by

a

group would be unbearable and
would mean the end of the Republic.
The paid representatives of classes and
groups, of special interests and special
privilege are always present during Legislative Sessions. These Legislative Halls

ailass

are

or

frequented by sellish, plausible,

men

who often attempt to control those of us
who are here to represent all the peopie.
We must stand firmly against these group
ur class interests whoevtr they are and

|

inflation of currency.

WM

I’slless eyes indicate ill
BHiealth with a consequent low
B state of vitality. Give the
■ sick one renewed hope of

^^^Dull,

the eyes

anticipation.
people in this

Many, many
old state have been saved from
serious illness by the timely use of
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
Many
distressing at-

indigestion, nausea, biliousdiarrhoea, and feverish colds
by carefuly following directions on
the label Many testimonials of renes3)

^

UU«Iw

i

CASTO

costs no more

Just

tell your

to

use

the best.

grocer—William

Tell.

SWAN-WHIITEN COMPANY

Horses
A New Lot

Orange Pekoe Tea
i

i|
j;

Has the refreshing, healthful
properties you will like. And a
flavor! My! But it’s good! A

flavor the result of a choice in
tea flavors—a flavor
best liked by Maine folks and
i! folks who visit Maine folks.

T

just arrived.

i

!: hundreds of

sound and ei
and

i

i

<

them.

see

Buy a packet today of your
neighborhood dealer.

Thurston & Kingsbury Co.. Importers.
Ban gor, Maine.

I,

SPRING

markable cures are on file at the ofiiee
of the “L. F.” Medicine
Co., in Portland. The remedy is guaranteed to
satisfy.
liu-v t0lIa-v and safeguard the family health.
Have bright eves only in
your home.

you
you

use

*

Order?

when you

Senator

Walsh, Democrat,

of Massa-

c

hibit

Made riqhl are
—in Belfast,
supply from

Mr. Wilson
menia
man

and

as

mediator between Ar-

Turkey

in the United

has done well.
States

No

could have

done better.

He has side-tracked the job
neatly. His only mistake was made
when he accepted it.
very

he

What has become of Col. House? Once
was the noblest Homan of them all.
A Little Love

Story

A dreamer and a man of action loved a
The dreamer said: “I shall
write verses in her praise; they will touch
her vanity and she will love me for
them.”
But the man of action said: “How old
fashioned! I shall corner the stock
market, and that will bring her.”
So the dreamer wrote verses, and he
induced a friend of his, who ran a tencent magazine to print them. And the
man of action cornered something or
other and became a billionaire.
In the meantime the girl married a
man who inherited his
money, and lived
happy ever after.
But the dreamer was so proud of his
verses that he didn’t care; and the man
of action was so busy that he didn’t care.
The only one to suffer was the man she
woman.

married.—Exchange.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

To the

People of Belfast
and Vicinity

NO

Many people eat too much every
day and most eat much too much
some days.
That is why Americans
suffer more than any people in the
world from
biliousness
indigestion,
and constipation.
With a little thoughtfulness and
care, however, a great amount of
this

distress could be avoided and
never realize how true this is
until you become on© of the several
million people of this country who
keep a box of Nature’s Remedy (NR
Tablets) constantly on hand and use
it whenever indigestion, biliousness or
constipation threatens.
Unlike laxative purges, cathartics,
such as oil, calomel, etc., which merely force bowel action, Nature’s Remedy
exerts a beneficial influence upon the
entire digestive and# eliminative system—the stomach, liver, bowels and
even the kidneys.
Its purpose is to
promote vigorous and harmonious action of all the organs that handle the
food and body waste.
That is why the results which follow the use of Nature’s Remedy are
always a delightful surprise to those
The action while
who first try it.
prompt and thorough, is as mild and
gentle and pleasant as Nature herself, and the thorough cleansing the
body receives brings a feeling of
real relief and benefit such as no
laxative pill or cathartic ever produced for anyone.
Get a 25c box of Nature’s Remedy
(NR Tablets) and try it. There is no
risk in doing so, for it must give you
greater relief and benefit than any
liver or bowel medicine you ever used
or money back instantly.
It is sold,
guaranteed and recommended by your

you'll

!

HALL & V
BELFAST

Who shop by mail and cannot find at home just the thing wanted and
send to cities where the stocks are larger and more varied—to these we
make this appeal.
We are prepared to fill your orders and w’ould appreciate very much a trial order.
Why? Because in the past two years our
out of town and out of state business has increased to such an extent that
we have a special department and special help to look after this end of
our business.
W hen you want, or ever think you want, a fur or fur garment, coat, suit, dress, or anything else in the ready to wear line, write
us stating semewhtre as nearly as possible what you wish to pay, and
without any obligation or expense whatsoever to you we will fill your
order as nearly to your liking as we are able—you will be repaid tor the
lc or 2c postage expended. Even if you do not find what you want, you
will know much better by seeing the merchandise than by selecting from
a picture catalogue. We are well enough known throughout New England
to assure you that when we send you merchandise, it is as nearly right in
STYLE and QUALITY as it is possible to procure
We are daily receiving
new merchandise.
The piices must be right—you are the judge.
Le us
serve you from a tremenuous and finely selected stock—SATISFACTION is
Our Motto.
Wc send our garments out ill wardrobe trunks, steamer trunks, and
leatheroid cases, packed perfectly
to insure garments being fresh
when received, paying expressage
both ways.
Parcel Post has made
it possible for us to do a much
larger business in this line than
ever before.

To the Public
As Local

Agent fCompany I an
the public the Oliv*
No. 9, at a cost far
writer

supplies.
Before buying typ<
let me quote my pru
money.
Respect!

;

Our dresses range in price from
$15 00 to $250.00 and we have from
five to six hundred from which to
select.
Very special are our evening dresses and dinner gowns.

;!

FRANK

1

42 1

lmfr

I have 150 bushels of
will sell for $1.40 per
the city limits. Also
bushel at Elm Tree Ear
E. 11
>

MAINE

L. L.

Townse^

BELMONT

CANARY

birds S. C. Pattee, VI. D., i

FOR SALE.
Nice singers and females. Also bird
;ages, and a few nice laying pullets. InL. A. BROWN,
luire of
Alto St., Belfast.
Tel, 314-3.
3w5

rleavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
for $1.00 at KertL. Davis’

i-

For Sale
I

ROCKLAND,

1

h

other machine in thus
cellent OLIVER can b
cash or $f)4.00 on the
—one dollar a week
when desired.
I w 11
machine to anyone u
I also offer a fine
paper, ribbons and

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

druggist.

City Drug Stora— Read &
Hill*, Proprietors

use

E. FRAN
FERTILE

a

Try

u

pat'

industry; y
veiop your o .'.

Stomach Out Oi

The outlook is

reasonably encouraging although there
are
difficiflt business problems
many
which are not yet solved. One favorable
omen is that most of our people realize
that real thrift comes from spending less
and saving more. Tired of hearing economy preached by people in high places,
they have turned to practicing it. Capital and labor are beginning to realize
that the square deal is the only basis on
which they can work together for their
own benefit and for the general welfare

tacks of

I |

using William

Children ory

husetts has introduced a resolve to profurther loans to foreign governments without the approval of
Congress.
the American people are leading in the This should have been done three years
recovery from war-time speculation and j ago.

have been relieved of

A

ot best results bv

j

good

1 I

sure

It

j

recovery and
[ B^L speedy
will sparkle in

^

Be

Tell.

j

Ujb

I

always

its favor because it is

clean and fine and pure.

>

|
j

William Tell wins

|

members of this Senate we are
by the men and women of Maine
to perpetuate the ideals and to guard the
foundations of a free, self-governing
'
State. The form of Government now
•established in this Country of ours is the
best and will prove to be the most enduring form that has been devised by man.
Throughout the ages men have struggled
lo obtain liberty of life, speech, action
and conscience, a liberty which while insisting upon the rights of the individual,
it the same time adjusts itself to and
•acknowledges the liberties and rights of sugar.”
■others. The founders of our Country
laid the foundation of this Liberty and
READJUSTMENT
»et the standard for the World. It is for
The business world is readjusting itself
us to transmit it unsullied to those who
•follow.
to a lower price level and it appears that
.As

u

is the fact that after a woman has used it
once, she wants it again. From that time
on, she judges all flours by William Tell
and no other flour will satisfy her.

1

the State House
ago, having been
during the biennial sessions of the four
ears

was an

FLOUR

j

was

The finest tribute paid to

baking.

WILLIAM TELL

Laughs

mmgmi,,

GOVERNOR

Tie

her

Strength

years.”

State

When they ask for more-they give
the finest tribute that can be paid to
the housewife who prides herself on

J
I

Youug

C'A life well spent is like an ample sea,|
Bearing rich argosies remote and near,
Freighted with benefits for all mankind
The bending heavens benignantly look
down
On missionary labor well bestowed
And favoring winds fill out its pressing
sails
To spread its benefaction round the
World.
t
Thus sped, a life, though limited its span,
3s rounded out, beyond the scope of

no

coal produced in the United States is
sent abroad; again and again they declarAn unusual situation presents itself in
ed that New England’s fuel emergency
this Senate. The people of Maine have
was not due to any special effort to sell
shown their confidence in one political
bituminous coal to foreign buyers.
Now comes the official figures for 1920
party. Today by reason of that confidence one part^-has unlimited power.
from the department of commerce to
The possession of power sobers rightprove incontrovertibly that the coal men
Had Suffered
made “remarkable efforts to rush their
thinking men and brings to them the
realization that power means responsibilOver 50 Years!
coal out of the countrv at high prices.”
The figures tell the story so plainly that
ity. Parties are desirable and necessary
Now 83 Years,
in our system of government, but they
only a glance is required to see the warmust stand for principle and not for
rant for the language here quoted from a
Yet a Big
profit, for service and not for selfishness.
Washington dispatch. For instance:
In 1919 the export of bituminous coal
To Friend*
was very nearly 18,000,000 tons with a
When Lincoln Was
value of about $84,000,000.
Last year
Regains
the total export nearly doubled and the
value of the shipments almost quadruAbraham Lincoln was born in Kentucky
Goes Out
pled
The average ton price of export
February 12, 1809. Next Saturday there
bituminous in 1919 was $4.66, in 1920,
will be observances of Lincoln’s Birthday
$8.85. That is, the operators were selling
Back to
twice as much coal abroad and getting
by the Lincoln Club of Portland, by scores
Business
nearly twice last year’s price for it.
of other Lincoln Clubs in different parts
at
To Italy in 1919 the operators sent 1,and in many of the schools and churches.
“URIC
600,000 tons, in 1920, 2,400,000. To
Ida M. Tarbell is writing a “Boy Scouts’
ACID”
France in 1919 the shipments were too
Life of Lincoln” which is being published
small in amount for separate classifies
How the
in installments in Boys’ Life, the official
tion, seemingly; last year France took
“Inner
more than 3,600,000 tons from the United
magazine of the Boy Scouts of America.
States. Sweden has no separate column
Mysteries”
The writer of this story is a recognized
for 1919, but in 1920 obtained much more
Keveau startling
on
"
the whole story of Abraham
authority
than 2,000,000 tons. The story of the
Fact*
Overlooked
Lincoln's life. When Lincoln was seven
Netherlands and Switzerland is very simDoctor* and
By
ilar.
Canada, of course, has always
years old, his father, Thomas Lincoln, !
Scientist* For Centuries
been a huge buyer, but the amount
moved with his family from Kentucky
shipped north gained only 40 per cent.
to Indiana. The following word picture !
“I am eighty-three years old and I doctored
Last year also much larger amounts than
for rheumatism ever since I came out of the
of Lincoln’s childhood home in that State
heretofore went to Cuba, the West Inarmy, over fifty years ago,” writes J. B. Ashelman. j dies and South America.
is thus drawn by Miss Tarbell:
New England “knew it all the time,”
“Like many others, I spent money freely for |
“It was what the woodsman knows as
but now has the figures.
so-called ‘cures’ and I have read about ‘Uric Acid7
Most of this
a half-faced camp.
Two strong straight i until I
could almost taste it. I could not sleep ! coal was shipped also from a great termitrees about fourteen feet apart, standing
nal down at Norfolk which was built esnights or walk without pain; my Hands were so
to the east and west, were chosen and
Bore aud stiff I could not hold a pen.
But now,
pecially for the supply of bituminous
trimmed and hewn to serve as corner
as if by magic, 1 am
coal to New England consumers.—Bos on
in active, business and
posts. The east, west and north sides can walk with ease oragain
Herald.
write all day with comfort.
were then enclosed in log cabin fashion,
Friends are surprised at the change.”
a lighter timber being cut then for a
perLET EVERY WORKER HEAD THIS \
manent building. Tnese sides were made
HOW IT HAPPENED.
Mr. Ashelman is only one of thousands who suftight with clay, the roof with sod and
j Some men need the rough jolt of occasfered for years, owing to the general belief in the i
branches of trees. There was no chimney
ional adversity to remind them of the
in the half-faced c:mp, but in front on
old, false theory that “Uric Acid” causes rheuma- |
value of then job.
It is not smart to disthe open south side a big fire-place was i tism. This erroueous belief induced him aud
If you canparage one's employment.
made, and here a fire was kept burning ! legions of unfortunate men and women to take
not
to it your loyalty, which is more
night and day, whatever the weather, as ! wrong treatments. You might just as well attempt thangive
a perfunctory fulfillment of routine,
to put out a fire with oil as try to get rid of
a
guard against prowling wolves, bears
your
you ought to make room for a good and
and wildcats.
rheumatism, neuritis and like complaints by taking
faithful
The mere time-server
servant.
treatments supposed to drive Uric Acid out of
most, or me cooiung was cone in wnat
draws down a wage that he has scarcely
blood
aud
was known as the Dutch
your
and
a
body.
Many
scientphysicians
targe
oven,
earned, and reviles, if he does not a tuists now know that Uric Acid never did, never can
iron pot, standing on three long legs and
ally bite, the hand from which he takes
and never will cause rheumatism; that it is a natfurnished with an iron cover and a handle.
it.
ural and necessary constituent of the blood ; that it
A big bed of coals was raked in front of
There is a pride in their calling, among
is found in every new born babe; aud that without
tiie high pile of logs which were always
the genuine and self-respectful craftsburning in the fire-place, and on these it we could not live!
men.
They do not care to let the finishThese statements may seem strange to some
the pot was placed.
No better cooking
folks, ed product leave the
who all along have been led to believe in the old
toiling hand until it
utensil was ever devised for stew or ro3st
“Uric Acid” humbug. It took Mr. Ashelman
is
as
good as they can make it. How
fifty
than the Dutch oven, but you must have
years to find out this truth, lie learned how to get rid
different
is
their
spirit from the timeof the true cause of his rheumatism, other
a bed of coals, such as only a lireplace
disorders
serving way of those who do not care
and recover hia strength from “The Inner
will give.
My&I
what they turn out if only the skimped,
teries,” a remarkable book now being distributed
free by an authority who devoted over twentv
“A half-faced camp could be made livdishonest workmanship will elude the inyear*
to the scientific study of this particular
in
trouble.
even
able,
winter, except under two
spector and deceive a purchaser!
NOTE: If any reader of this paper wishes the
conditions—when a south wind blows the
Any industrial establishment is as
"o<’k that reveals these facts
regarding the true |
smoke into the shelter and when a drenchcause and cure of rheumatism, facts that were overstrong as the loyalty of those who work
ing rain soaks everything, inside and out. 1 -ked by doctors and scientists for centuries past,
for it and as weak as their dereliction.
simply send a post card or letter to II. P riearThen camp life becomes a test of courage
If the output of one of those employed
v
"ter, No. 631-C Street, Hallowed, Maine, and it
and cheerfulness
Before the winter was
is
ill be sent bv return mail without
inferior, it is the whole establishment
any charge
over the Lincoln family oiten had to sufv..: a lever.
Cut out this notice lest you forget! if
that stands discredited.
The mistake or
no: ,i siufer-r
fer this test.”
yourself hand thiegood news to some
the
wilful malfeasance of one stands not
allhcted friend.
“In all the work Abraham took his
against his name, which is hidden, but
part. The axe was put into his hands as
against the place of his employment, !
of
The
needs
relief.
His
soon as they arrived in
all.
taxpayer
Indiana, and he
which is publicly known.
If at a store, j
was so strong and so willing that he was
burden must not be increased and should ! or at a government office, or in a trolley |
soon able to swing it with skill
It was be
lightened. The taxpayer will not carry ! car, or at a railway station one employee
only from hunting that he held back. He
He meets the public brusquely, the public |
had no taste for killing things. Just be- his present load without complaint.
resentment extends beyond the individufore he was eight years old he shot his i demands that extravagance in public ex
al agent to the impersonal institution befirst turkey—and it was his last.
He penditures shall cease and that no appro- | hind him.—Philadelphia Public
Ledger
never shot deer or bear, though he alpriation in State and Nation shall be made
ways took his part in guarding family
U
OF
VA.
GEOLOGIST SAYS COAL ;
and neighbor when there W'as danger unless needed to carry on the business of j
SUFFICIENT.
from prowling wolves,
but if he did not the public in a business-like and economi- ;
kill, he did know how to skin and butcher ca) manner. The country is headed toThe statement, frequently and recentanimals. Curing and tanning the hides
ward much better than the present conly repeated by scientists, that the United
of the bear and deer and wolf they took
ditions.
If
well
does
its
work
States
is approaching an economic crisis
Congress
was almost as important to the
family as
the meat, for it was from these skins there are good reasons for believing that by reason of the fact that her coal beds
are nearly
that a large part of their clothing, as well in five or six months the
exhausted, has beer, scoffed at
price of com
as bed and floor
coverings, were made.”, j modifies will have readjusted on an by Dr. Thomas Leonard Watson, Corcoran Professor at the
In 183', the Lincoln family again imiUniversity of Virj equitable basis and that business con- ginia and State
geologist of Virginia.
grated, this time to Illinois, where again
The Virginia Geological Survey, under
ditions will have vastly improved
the family faced primitive conditions.
the direction of Dr. Watson, is now in the
Abraham was then 21 years old, his statThe League of Nations is still alive and midst of a coal survey of Virginia, for
which figures have been obtained for
ure
was six
feet and 4 inches and his more than forty nations
belong to it. only four of the
coal-bearing counties of !
muscular strength was enormous. He
Every one of these nations knows that the Mates. The figures for one county, I
helped build the cabin, clear the land and the League is a rope of sand and Ger- alone—Buchanan—should set at rest the!
split the walnut rails with which it was many regards it as a joke. When any- fears for the future regarding a possible
national coal shortage.
fenced. He then struck out for himself, thing
important has to be done, like
Regarding Buchanan County, quoting
His work was to help build a flatboat and making the Germans toe the
mark, the from the recently published county rewith the owner went to New Orleans on Allied
premiers get together and make a port, Dr. W :tson said: The net reserve
a trading trip.
Later on he was hired as brave^showot authority. Germany listens of bituminous and semi-bituminous coal
j
in this
county is 8.400,000,000 tons—-suffia
“bow-hand” on a boat which a Mr. ! but does not
obey. Funny world isn’t it? cient to operate every industry in the
Gentry was sending down. His pay for
United States for a period of seventeen
The war department has fought a years."
the trip was eight dollars a month and
Should there be any foundation for the
his passage back. Concerning this trip, ; blimp of Italy for $200,000, said to be the
statement of scientists regarding a coal
Miss Tarbeil says:
argest airship cf its kind in the world.
reserve shortage—and this Dr. Watson
We are not surprised that Italy wanted doubts—the
lo take a (latboat down the Ohio and
615,000 men employed in the
the Mississippi as large as that the Gen- to sell it.
coal
Why we need it, just at presindustry in the entire United States
could
trys built was a task that called for bo'h
be
shifted to the Virginia regions |
ent, more than we need $200,000 is what
brains and muscle. The boat was fully
with the assurance of an output of biwe do not understand.
40 feet in length, with a double botton of
tuminous coai sufficient to supply the
stout oak planks. It was provided with
nation for an indefinite period.
Twenty-one coal mining companies
two pairs of stout long oars at bow and
stern, a check post and coil of rope, and have acknowledged before the Senate
what was called a setting pole for steer- committee that
they made enormous
FOR FLETCHER’S
The current of the river would caring.
profits in 1920, some of them being as
ry such a boat as this from four to six
R I
miles an hour. The crew’s work was high as 200 per cent. The excess profit
tax
collectors
should
There
were
largely piloting.
get bysy.
many bends
in the river, the winds were capricious
and the current tricky, and in many
President Wilson, upon the request of
places the traffic crowded. It called for President-elect
Harding, has called a
skilful steering,
^hey traded as they special session of the Senate to convene
traveled, tying up wherever they thought
Nothing Better to Straighten You Out
there was a chance for a market, ex- March 4th. The people will approve Mr.
After
Tones
Eating Too Much.
changing their boat’s load of bacon, pota- Harding’s evident intention to proceed
Liver, Regulates Bowels. Acts
toes and cloth for cotton, tobacco and
to business.
Pleasantly. Guaranteed.

Surprise

QUOTATION

fairs need

Coal operators last year said emphatically that only a very small part of the

By Magic I

1. BROWN. Editor.

A.

where our coal goes

Rheumatism
Left Him As If

Masonic

lcmplc, Room 6.

Residence at 45

Has Hay for $
Phone 21

High Street.

Telephone 338-2

i
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[NOTICE

I have in my barn
The girl who wears her heart on h^r Heifer found on my fare
sleeve can’t complain if it’s pinched.— have same by payins
1
Cartoons Magazine.
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Belfast by Read &
druggists in

ading
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Congress?

A. The right to establish uniform naturalization and bankruptcy laws; to coin
money; to provide for the punishment of

counterfeiting;

to establish post offices
and post roads; to grant
copyrights and
patents to authors and
inventors; to create courts; and define aud
punish piracies
and felonies committed on the
high seas
and offenses against the law ot
nations.

als., Northport,
lo.; land and build-

et

v

u,

Famous Rosetta Stone.
Rosetta is a town in Egypt, on the
old Bolbitic arm of the Nile.
In the
time of the Crusades it was a pla**e
of great strength lmt was later outstripped in growth by Alexandria. and
today is a small town of less ihan 20,000 inhahiiants. The Arabs culled it
“Rashid/’ believing that
ilaroun-alRashid founded the old city.
A feumiles north of the town a Breach engineer in 1708 discovered the Rosen a.
s*tone, a tablet of Insult. with an inscription of the year 12.fi B. C, during the reign of Ptoleim Epiphanes.
The inscription is in hieroglyphic, in
demotic and in Greek.
It was finally
deciphered by I>r. Thomas Voting, the
celebrated English scholar, and formed
the key to the reading of the hieroglyphic characters that have revealed
so much of the history of the ancient
world. | The Rosetta stone was captured by the English on the defeat of the
French forces in Egypt, and is now
kept in the British museum. In its
broken condition the tablet measures
.‘1 feet 0 inches in height, 2 feet -4 ’4
inches in width and 11 incites in thick-
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Assistance in Income
Tax keoorts
BLANKS

OF

Send in your

unioh

will
in

answer

a

give $1 each
letter of not

l

DEVELOPING

over

PRINTING

seventy-hve words.

Wide

a

Choice_

This is open to anyone that visits

B. L.

Hospita!

PORTLAND, MAINE,

offers to youug women of high school
education or its equivalent a two and onehalf years’ course of training which includes six months at New Haven Hospital, New Haven, Conn. Special course®,
given in Public Health work and in District Nursing. Address: Sup’t of Nurses,
68 High St., Portland. Maine.
3w4

$10-O0;second $5-00
we

FURNISHED.

The Children’s

For the best answer to the above
before Feb. 24, we will pay

The next five

„

Public.

Notary

Is Our Store the Best Place in
Town to Trade?

tention on this score.
It has a tunic
skirt and a very odd and ingeniously
cut jacket that Is extended at the bottom into shaped sash ends.
Narrow
braid in two widths outlines the edges,
and the sleeves add their approval to
the long hell-shaped style.

Everywhere

fin J. Dili,

«<•

ENLARGING

our store.

TUTTLE, Proprietor

j

WITH A

QUALITY REPUTATION

j

£

Tyler’s Photo Studio

<*

375 Main Street,

i

^
£

ROCKLAND,

MAINE.

Mail orders solicited.

)..

REAL LACES
We have

imported

}

tf2

X

___

but the

retrospect to prove
m proportion to
eo carried
by many
I bis
retrospect will
a bze that we are on
’ensive development

Speaks

v*er

I

$1

per

pair

at Bert L. Davis’

fine lot of hand-made laces

quote

a

few prices

Narrow Cluny Lace, per yard,
“
“
“
Thread “
“
Irish Crocnet Lace, per
s‘

“

Beading
Rose Design Silk Cluny,
“

“

CHOOSING

IN'apt

new

blouses

one

is

between

those that
promise (o be perpetually fresh looking—since they may i>e laundered easily—and those that entice with lovely color In the etttl it turns out that
the
both kinds find their way into
To wear with suits and
v.’li urolie.
separate skirts, the daintiness of sheer
cotton fabrics, made up with exquisite needle work and good laces, never
! appeals in vain to women of rettne; rnent. There are many of these blouses
in the shops now and they are among
the tilings ilmt a good seamstress can
Delimake for herself successfully.
cate hand work is expensive for those
who must buy it. but costs tlie needlewoman little but her time.
The new lingerie blouses are nearly
all long-sleeved and have Collars that
reach tlie nape of the neck in tite back
Drawn
but are open at the throat.

^

East Boston.—At 23 Lanison St., Mrs.
Nellie Woodsford and her children now
“live happy and grateful” to the kind
neighbor who recommended Ur. True’s
!'d as will increase
Mrs. Woodsford says:
Elixir to them.
o bgures
absolutely “My bowels were out of order and my
values which will breath was bad.
I was shaky all over.
^ values as
present 1 had terrible headaches and it seemed I
sl debts.
When this had sulTered years before your Dr. True’s
5 well under way
After a short
was brought to me
'b and income will be Elixir
time 1 was myself again, my bowels were
tbe debts tliat now
i all right a«d I’m full of gratitude.” “It
1 "i
fact become negmay interest you to know also that once
ld is not
bankrupt noi since my youngest child was terribly sick
oming bankrupt, and it was a serious case. We all have
’be future must not
your Elixir to thank for relieving her of
hat basis.
stomach worms.”
not only the greatest
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative
mf>«t profitable invest- j
i and Worm Expeller, has done wonders
for children and grown-ups since 1851.
I Pleasant to take, mild in action.

'Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose

a

from China and

as

|

Dr, M. G, Stephenson

«

to Mothers

Hr-ir

just received

A tenement of five rooms and twtfc
For particulars apply to
MRS. SARAH E. SIEWART.
129 Main Street.

follows:

Mrs. Nellie Woodsford

')

"

Sold

frequently he
Spanish Flu.

or

TO LET

eighty-two years, and the fourth sixtveight years.* King George V is now
fifty-five.

II

1

gencies, serious sickness msj
preven'ed. Use It after the grip

^

Five English Monarchs “Georges."
Of the English monarchs named
George, the first lived <57 years, the
second seventy-seven years, the third

ot

bankrupt but in
umg bankrupt. The
mg Europe is a re‘mn, a salvage propI

Hurtr gtlie last fifty years, Pe-ru-na hta beer,

looked upon as the reliable medicine for
catarrh of every description, whether It be of
the nos-; and throat, stomach, bowels or other
organs.
By keeping Pc-ru-na In the honse for emer-

WHY

ij

girls of the Y. W. C. A., is planning
other pageants of Indian setting with
prologues in both English and Indian.

BANKRUPTCY
1

You

more

long slee'-es, and a loosely adjusted
and interesting collar, in as much as
it is a type greatly favored in collars for this spiring. The sleeves make
place for a deep band of braiding or
embroidery that gives an invaluable
finish to a rich looking suit.
If one is looking for something
novel the suit at the right claims at-

R, No. 1. Box lOLCal-

hare used Pe-ru-na and know It It food
for colds, coughs and catarrh. It cured my
catarrh and 1 do not take cold when I uso
Pe-ru-na. It Is a great medicine.”
"I

TIMM’S SHOE STORE

Red Indians in Pageants,
“Indians have a great deal of dramatic ability and express themselves
with unusual ease in pageant acting,”
says Miss Deloria, a young Dakota Indian woman who has written and directed a pageant for her people called
“The Fifty Years’ Trail.” The pageant
was given recently before a convocation of the Episcopal church in the
West. Pantomimic pageants prove the
best because the Indians know how to
act better than they know how to use
their voices. Miss Deloria, who has
charge of the activities for Indian

-T the public. The
ty no less importsee that the prohved to batten on the

good

Blouses Offer

I

the sea to the mother country.
—Christian Science Monitor.

same

consumer

fashion.

The dignified long coat and the sensible three-quarter length are always
serenely sure of a following, and therefore they are well represented in the
new displays, the shorter of these outnumbering other styles. A handsome
modal in the first of these two classes
Is shown at the left of the two spring
suits pictured ami it can he recoin-

mended to the older women
parIts skirt is
ticularly, just as it is.
hordered at the bottom with a narrow
hand braided—or embroidered—in self
The coat is
and
color.
another
straight with simulated belt at the
long waistline, slightly flaring and

Mrs. M. J. Riley, R.
vert, Texas, write*:

It’s a grand old world when you’re great,
And a mean old world if you’re small;
It’s a world full of hate
For the foolish who prate
Of the uselessness of it all.
I’ts a beautiful world to see,
Or it’s dismal in every zone;
The thing it must be
In your gloom or your glee
Depends on yourself alone.
—S. E. Riser, in Book of Good Cheer.

WATKINS 137 products sell to every farmer.
If you owp auto or team can give bond, write
today for information where you can get territory for selling products of largest institution of kind in the world. Twenty million
users.
J. R. WATKiNS CO.,
4wlp
Dept. Ill, Winona, Minn.

E\Y suits for spring have made
their entry in a bevy of models
that includes familiar styles, and others ingeniously designed and less familiar.
Y few of these new tilings
will prove short-lived experiments, but
there are several good novel styles
with a promising future.
There are
more short
coats than
ones
long
the
new
arrivals—short
among
coats
being springlike and youthful—and
there
are
short
capes
and coats to he worn witli one-piece
frocks or skirts and blouses that are
unusually good looking. These coats
arc much like the Chinese model, hut
with more flare to tile body, suggestive of a cape, and there is every reason to predict that
they will become

Depends

on

It’s a gay old world when you’re gay,
And a glad old world when you’re glad,
But whether you play
Or go toiling away,
It’s a sad old world when you're sad.

GET INTO BUSINESS

a

across

time keep* hat it is
equally the
o keep his expendiincome, whatever^

J,

It All

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

cf Arms.
Canada's new coat of arms, which is
now in the hands of the College of Heralds in London, with its motto, “A Mari
usque ad Mare,” naturally gives an opportunity to the incorrigible ptinmaker
to declare it is “ad-mirable,” and that
we “shall see what we shall see.”
It
brings out a point that has often puzzled those who speak of the Dominion
without knowing why it should be so
It is said that, when it
designated.
was being decided what the various
colonies that compose the present
Canada should be called one of the
councilors suggested “dominion.” and
quoted from the seventy-second Psalm.
“He shall have dominion from sea to
sea.”
The motto “A Mari esque ad
Mare” is not a canting motto, hut
echoes the freedom of thought that Is
carried, not only from sea to sea, hut

Karl

in Uurnliam.

It relieves stomach
misery, sour stomach, belching and all stomach disease
or
money back.
Large box of tablets
at all
druggists in all towns.

Canada's Coat

hport, to Frederick.
Northport, (two

Skowhegan,

Ttfonsr
Er*ds indigestion

—

to

Monroe,

each outfit.
A complete outfit costs but little at A.
A. Howes & Co.’s or any reliable
druggist and Hyomei is guaranteed to banish
catarrh, croup, toughs, colds, sore throat
and bronchitis er money back.
A Hyomei inhaler lasts a lifetime and extra
bottles of Hyomei can be obtained from
druggists for a few cents.

P,efore

ihlo s-ounty Registry
ok ending February 3

j;

What is

and provide for the common
defense and
general welfare of the United
States, but
all duties imports and
excises shall be
uniform throughout the United
States.
Q. What is the important feature of
this provision?
A.
The levying and collection
of
t“xe“Constitution was
adopted, there was no general government I
with power to levy and collect
taxes, and
the lack of this power
nearly wrecked
the new nation.
Q. What is the second provision?
A. To borrow money on the credit of
the United Slates.
Q. Has the power beei frequently exercises?
A.
Yes. The authority for tne Liberty Bond Issues, which made it possible
for the United States (o be
supplied with
funds for the successful con uct of the
war against
Germany, is found in the
ten words of this second provision.
Under our Constitution no money can be
raised except by a law enacted
by the
representatives of the people.
Q. What is the third provision?
A. To regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several States
and with the Indian tribes, i
Q. What has been accomplished unI der this authority?
A. the Inter-State Commerce
Law;
tlle Anti-Lottery Law; the Bure
Food
j
aud
I'rug
Law;
other laws which
jand
have been of great value to the
people
have been enacted under the
provision
which authorizes Congress to
regulate
commerce between the States.
Q. What other powers are granted to

Real Estate

n

r

Breathe Hyomei.
Have vou eatarrh?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cough?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cold?
Breathe Hyomei.
Hyomei is-a treatment for nose, throat
and lung trouble
It does not contain
cocaine, morphine or other dangerous
drugs and does away with stomach dosing. Just breathe it through the little
black pocket inhaler that comes with

Security League.)

gress.

ausfers of real estate

Itc

Relieved in Two Minutes.
Is your thro t sore?

Prfwers of Congress?
a' In.earnre.-tle
A.
he C onstitution
includes eighteen
paragraphs specifying the powersof Con

Q.

Washington, where the government !
seen at his best and his
worst, is
the tcmb of thousands of possible
young
men.
It has been one of the traditions,
surviving from a lost past, that a government clerkship was a fine thing. !
The clerk had steady pay, little work
and short hours. Once in Washington
the doors of the future closed on the
appointee. He becam a machine, usually an utterly unintelligent one. The
easiness of the job softened him; his
leisure bored him. He lost contact with
his old home. Even the member who
had him appointed forgot him. And
every additional month he stayed in
Washington made it so much more impossible for him to return to his old business, whatever that was.
Nearly 100,000 federal employees aie
now in
Washington treading the mill
that grinds ambition to shreds. About
one-fourth of these will be set free under
the proposed program of economy. They
will go back from Pennsylvania Avenue
to Main Street. The federal bureau will
hear no more the lazy scratch of their
The Washington boarding houses
pens.
will hear no more their little stories of
how they came to be appointed. They
will not spend their summer afternoons
watching Walter Johnson pitch; some
will be pitching hay.—New York Herald.
clerk is

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Catarrh,

the first provision?
me,” said
A. To lay and collect
Sabattus, Maine, a
taxes,
imposts and excises; to pay theduties,
of the Hill
debts

r

a

Inviting Spring

LOST GOVERNMENT JOBS

Sore Throat

Suits Arrive

LESSON 4.

has done

[

theJUnited

National

mired dollars wouldn’t

;

the ConstituStates.

(Published by arrangement with
The

BKEN going'
AN had
TWELVE
H,LI FOR
OKE TAKING
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it

of

Contributed by The United
Americans of
the State of
Maine, Casco Bank Building
Portland, Maine.
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1

Catechism
tion ot

to

waver

work, hemstitching, pin tucks, narrow
frills, fine laces in edgings and insertions tel 1 the story id' embellishments
Not all of them are white,
on them.
for batiste is showr in some colors:
porcelain bine makes a lovely blouse.
The blouses shown in the picture are
both made of georgette, which appears
in a lovely range >f soft color:; for
A pcplun blouse appears at
the left of llie two. made with sliouldei yoke and finished wilh satin pipings. Scattered mod’s in head embroidery settle Hie question of decoration. and the round neck survives in
this model: but the sleeves are long.
cor
tp ;a
short
A narrow belt of

spring.

Among

so many colors in
georgette
may choose a dark blouse, like
that at the right. It has a short peplnnt at tile back and lias fallen in with
the long-sleeved vogue, but chooses the
flaring style. The neck reveals a pretty eccentricity in short slashes at each
side, and for trimming there are hands
of bugles and beads.

“

“

“

“

“

“

.10
1.00
.75
.50
.40
3.00

“

IVIN SONIC TEMPI E.

|
j

ROOM 3

Telephone 223-3

I

Special

Notice

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,

a variety of sizes and patterns at 50c.
a large line of embroidered silks and
Also
to $1.50.
linens. Call and see them at the Journal office.

Lace mats in

Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me
tf 47

SHERIFF’S SALE.
state of Maine.

ComiOHr

rr westoin nevspapek

union

Freak Designs in Women’s Clothing.
Never were .he fantasy of London
fashion experts and the daring of de-

signers more severely taxed than they
today. Eccentric etceteras are for

are

the mpment woman’s whim. Some of
the latest freak designs which have
been produced to gratify that whim include laces and net stockings, dragon-

HAND PAINTED
PLACE CARDS Dr.
DIRECT FROM CHINA

Dr. Hester Brown

TELEPHONE 3.16-3

^

fice of the Register "f Deeds in ,teiias
| said Oouuty, all the ri*ht in equity wau n
Ptrcy M Murphy of Waldo, in stt..> C-unr..
j had
on the 13.h d
iy of March. A D l&j) at
2
!
hours. 30 minutes in the aftelno i, w
:Ce
same wan attached on the
original writ, ; redeem the following described mortg g. .. -,aj
estate situate in aaul Waldo a<
in Swai.v., e.
in said County, to writ
A certain lot or pare*1 of |undt wi n, the
buildings thereon, kin-wn as the hi. Ga\
place and situated in the t-.wn of Waldo. r>
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, described as follows, to
wit:—Beginning »t tne
southwest corner on Wilsonjine
running east
| to tne line of the Brooks road, a i-called. '.eadI *nK lo Belfast; thence north on west line of
said road to st.»ke and stones on Mis Burnes
line; thence weal on aaid line to meadow lot.,
or Gurney line; thence south on Maid 1L e to
piece of beginning, containing fifty acres,
more or less.
Aleo another certain lot or oarcel of land
I situated in aaid W aldo, and being a part of the.
land deeded to Haro d E Hailey and
Henry ^
Bailey a part of the part that lies on the
west side of the road running from Head of
the Tide to Evans’ Corner, so called, and
bounded on the east by land of H. E.
Bailey,
on the north by land of Mrs. William Jac son
and land of L. A. Whitcomb; on the west by
land of William Whitcomb and land of L. B.
Smith; on the south by land of F. A Hoimes,
containing forty-five acres, more or less.
A certain lot or parcel of land, with the
buildings thereon, situated in Swanvile, ir
said County, and bounded and deserbed as follows, to wit: —Bounded on the east by land of
Charles Curtis and land of Hollis Divoll; on
the north by land of Ephraim Littlefield; on
the west by the stream, so called, and on the
south by the road leading from Nickerson
Mil s to Comet Grange Hall.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land,
situated in said Swanviile, bounded and described as fellows, to wit:—It being a triangular piece bounded northerly by the'road leading
from Nickerson Mills to Comet Grange Hall;
southeasterly by laud of Charles Curtis; ami
westerly by the stream, so-called.

DENTIST

FOR SALE

27tf

1

Pretty Window Draperies.
window draperies are made
h.v dyeing white marquisette Dutch

Pretty

curtains old rose and some him*. These
curtains look very pretty over while
curtains, and do not keep out the light
{ike other heavy goous, such us poplin and cretonnes.

INEURALGIA

little in

a

I

I

and kitchen stoves,

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

J. A L S I IN McKEEN.

30

High Street.

TO RENT

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

FOR Sale
First quality Baldwin apples

$1.00
bushel, delivered in the city; also
Danlsh^ cabbages at $2.00 per hunpound for dred
A. B. SI AN HAL.
pounds.

FOR SALE
YARN at

$1.50

Sweaters,

etc. AH colors.

ply at
Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

per

at

per

Ap-

FREEDMAN’S,
16 Cross Street, Belfast

\

j

let. 320

Tenement of five rooms below'stairs.
Enquire at the
LJOURNAL OFFICE.

inhale the vapors.

paid

parloi j

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

spoon and

as

second nand

SINCE 1882

or headache—rub forehead, temples and back
of neck with Vicks. Melt

a

I

i lie

Lothrop

Colonial! Theatre Ruiidng

Low nrice

■

A. M.

and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

fly buckles and/garters, jeweled ankslippers and “Pussyfoot”

_

Taker, on execution and will be soid t>.
auction, on the 24th .tay of hebruarv.
192i, at ten o’clock iu ih- forenoo at

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

lets. fur
socks.

helps to overcome the tendency to overeat and so prevents a multitude of evih

Fating at regular hours with attentior
to not over eating when over tired,
careful choice of food combinations; anc
plenty of outdoor exercises will all dt
their share to promote digestion.

“

WALDO, S^.

appetite and stimulate tile How of the
digestive juices. Thorough chewing

headache, indigestion, irritability, accumulation of fatty tissue, etc.

“

one

the

such

“

“

DENTIST

*25

yard,

“
Star
11
“
Torchon Lace and Insertion,
$2.00 and
Filet Laces per yard,

cuc.ming tlit* waist, stopping at
each side of the front where two small
buttons punctuate its finish.
»i

GOOD COOKING
Good cooking has well been called tht
Food, well cookfirst stage of digestion.
ed and attractively served, will tempi

Linen

$ .20
.35

Tel.. 269

tfl

Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
tor

$1.00

at Bert L. Davis’.

I

Dated January 22, 1921,—3w4
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD, Sheriff.

Hood’s

“Old Fashion” Shoe Sale

Sarsaparilla

The Dinsmore Store
next week.

at

Makes' Food
Taste Good

STOCKTON SPRINGS
—

Creates

Appetite

an

Aids

i

Mrs. L. S. Titcomb left for Schoodic
Monday morning for a visit with the
family of her daughter.

Digestion

Richard Goodere came down from
Brownville on Saturday and is a guest at
the fiome of Mrs. Elden Pendleton.

Purifies the Blood

*

end of the long room was cleared and
amid a setting of properties owned by the
Mitoses Mary and Harriet Hichborn, an ancient chair, a spinn’ng wheel, a fire-place
with old-time crane and kettle, bellows
and brush, an adaptation of the playette,
May-Day by Constance D’Arcy Mackay,
was presented
by three of the ladies:
Mrs. George H Hopkins as Gideon; Mrs.
Alfred Fayle as Mariam; Mrs. Irving H§
Merr.thew as Dorcas, and the little
Misses Alice Verrell, Mildred Wentworth,
Evelyn and Edith Trundy took the part7
Mrs.
of dream folk in May-day dances
Farris, whose dear, sympathetic voice
always pleases, sang the Pilgrim and the
Turkey and responded tp an applause.
Alice Verrill, who is especially gifted for
a chdd, made a hit with a recitation.
Mrs. Laura B. Crocker gave agreeable
Those
accompaniment on the piano.
present were Mrs. William Avery, Mrs.
Eleanor Colcord, Mrs. E. A Farris, Mrs.
Levi S. Griffin, Mrs. Horace M. Griffin,
Miss Alice Hichborn, Mrs. Herbert L.
Hopkins, Mrs. George H. Hopkins, Mrs.
James M. Parker, Mrs. Everett Staples,
Mrs. Charles P. Staples, Mrs. Page B.
Spalding, Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Mrs. Irving H. Merrithew, Mrs. Alfred Fayle,
Mrs. Ernest A. Partridge, Mrs. George
C. Fletcher, Mrs. John C. Gordon, Miss
Nellie Hichborn, Mrs. Elmer E. Thomp-

an

Promotes assimilation so as to sefull nutritive value of food,
and to give strength to the whole
system. A well-known Justice of
the Peace in Indiana says Hood’s
Sarsaparilla made “food taste
good,” as after taking three bottles he eats three hearty meals a
day, works hard and sleeps well.
It will help you to wo this. Fifty
years’ phenomenal
prove its
merit.
Prepared by educated
pharmacists. Get u bottle tod-'v.

W. Shackford came

Mr. and Mrs. E.

cure

from Belfast on Saturday for a visit
at the home of their daughter, Mrs. Daw-

over

Brewer.

son

It is good news to the people
diversion to learn that we are
motion pictures and dancing on
evening with a serial started on

seeking
to have

Tuesday
the 8th.

Archie McLaughlin has received as a
gift from B. O. Norton of Belfast a Great

|sa!''s

Per

Cent

Interest

checking accounts.

snow

soon

as

has had employis visiting his

Roberts,who

has

with

Merriam

Reynolds,

2nd,

Reynolds and

ed in

a

a

Saturday night: Fivereel feature, Ethel Clayton in “The 1,3th
Comm andment,” 10th episode of “Lightning Bryce” and a one-reel comedy, “Innocent Vampire.” Feb. !9tb, Maurice
Tourneur in a big live-reel feature, “Victory,” 11th episode of “Lightning Bryce”
next

one-reel comedy, “False Alarm.”
26th, Vivian Martin in a five-reel
feature, “His Official ! Fiancee,” 12th
a

6th,

Herbert Bosworth in

a

in the list of officers

treasurer, Mrs. Orrie E.

Whitney,

Miss Laura

who has

It is p'easing to know that in the sale
of Red Cross Christmas seals, of which
Mrs. George A. Cole was chairman, that
the town of Winterport led in the amount
sold in the towns in Waldo county.
It is of much interest to the friends of
Cowan, Esq., who began his

practice

as a

lawyer in

"BENEFIT STORE”

PEANUTS

20c

TEAS
40c

YALUE

COFFEE-FINEST GROWN, 39 CENTS POUND

CHECKERBOARD

SOU PS-all kinds-3 cans, 36c

Rolled Oats bulk,5 lb 25c

rKUbrfct 1,

RAISINS-Seeded Pkg.29c

15c
COCOA-Bulk-Lb,
XX
lb., 30c
BAKING POWDER

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Grant were Sun-

day guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow.

“SWEET NUT” £

Flavius Hopkins was in Brewer last
week to visit his brother, Lafayette Hop-

Belter”

MARUARINE SUPREME

The Dinsmore Store
_next week.

W. H.

Schools

in

town

were

closed

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C.

I

Ward of Frank-

fur$l

_

Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Littlefield of
Searsport were in town, Wednesday, calling on friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Bachelder, who
have been in Halluwell since last September, have returned to their home

ELSIE

FERGUSON

4 Percent

on

Prospect’s quota for the fund for the
"Starving Children of Europe” was $30,
and again Prospect went “over the top’>
by giving $31.60.
Many thanks to those

Magazine

MONDAY

whs contributed.

Due

Price $60 per £20

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
Due 1925
4 1-2 Percent War loan.
Price $3S0 per £100
REPUBLIC OF COSTA RICA
Refunding External Gold Bonds.
Due 1958. Price $48 per £20

5 Percent

tric energy.

NEVER CAN TELL" 1

|

N. S.

Farnum

decided triumph in
this cijstume play.

scores a

Outing

Chester.
■

1

|

Comedy

PERCY

people of Maine have seen their
advantage, they have developed water
powers, they have financed it by keeping
some

News.

power,

as

they have,

in

coupon?

Augusta, Maine
COUFON

WALLACE REID

Central Maine Power Company,

Augusta,

Maine.

Please send me without obligation, info-mation
about your Central Maine Power Company 7 per-

Hurry

the snappy, racing
as the hairy chested
man of toil.

Wally Reid
driver and

invest,

not

Central Maine Power Company 7% preferred stock?

Torchy Comedy

cent

as

Pref.rred Stock?

Name.
Address.

News. Third

Eye No. 10

R. J.—2.10 21

1

The Last of The Mohicans
\

why

WEDNESDAY

done as a star.

Oomedy

of their investment money at home.

If you wish to share with more than
5,000 other residents of Maine in the
ownership and in the earnings of Maine

—IN—

The best thing Eugene O’Brien has

Magazine

The

Central Maine Power Co.

in which cupid
held in contempt by a pair
of lovers.

Your
A FOOL AND HIS HONEY What’s
ever

;

rollicking comedy

-IN—

“If I Were King”

j

water power

State and which makes tor lower taxes
and higier prosperity, why not send in the

IDSBAND HUNTER

A

was

Burton Holmes.

—IN—

mother,

EILEEN

TUESDAY

x

Maine, they will find
developed and ready.

If you are interested in a home investment which only pays a fair dividend, but
which also helps to build up your home

1 S'f-s.Sg
—IN—

WILLIAM FARNUM EUGENE O’BRIEN

Mrs. Eugene Shute and young son left
S aturday morning for Oakland, to join
Mr. Shute who is employed there.
Mrs.

Donahue, County Agent, held a
-very interesting meeting at the East
X nox schoolhouse Saturday with a good
Several applications for
attendance.
aacmbersbip in the Farm Bureau were re■reived, and various demonstrations are
to be held among the members during
the season.

Comedy

was

and

turning and manufacturers willjbe looking
for factory cities where they can get developed water power in the form of elec-

application.

SATURDAY

No. 3

the House
concurring 1B1
limit for the reception of petition! iJ
for private and special l.gt m
one week 80 that the aamr
Thursday, February 17, IFJ at : a
P. M., and that such p
presented after that dat. -. .,.VU

A MERICAIn industry will soon be un
dec full headway rgain, wheels will be

)

Refunding Mtge. Colt Tr.

192-5.

50_

A comedy of innocent deceptions.

13,

excellent dinner was served. Although
the attendance was not large those present had an enjoyable time. The topic,
‘Is the hot lunch beneficial to the
pupils,”

Legislative Notice
Ordered,

R. CO.

—IN—

Bride

will hold its next meet-

ing Saturday evening, Feb. 19th. Last
Saturday they had a day meeting and an

FUND GOLO BONOS «HIE

AMERICAN AG ^CULTURAL CHEMICAL
CO., 7 1-2 PERCENT FIRST REFUNDING
IMTGE. SINKING FUND BOND DUE
1941. PRICE ON APPLICATION

BEBE DANIELS

“YOD
LADY ROSE'S DAUGHTER
red.
A vivid story of blue blood and

Scute’s

Co. and

COMPANIES
8 PERCENT SINKING FUNO GOLD
NOTES.
DUE 1933.

FRIDAY

—IN—

here.

Jennie Dockham, Mrs.
accompanied her to Bangor.

et

1943. PRICE ON APPLICATION

-JFlBo 1 Colonial Theatre
TODAY

Grange

Comet

CITY OF SAO PAULO, BRAZIL,

6% SINKING

31£
3 lbs.

next week.

late John Saunders.

Maine’s opportune
is close at hand--

Imbrie SC Co.

last

fort were calling last Sunday on Mr. and
Mrs. F. L. Ward.

The Dinsmore Store

at

■ ■

Quimby

BELFAST, MAINE,
Representing George H. Burr

kins.
T huisday, out of respect to the late Gov.
Parkhurst.

torn down and hauled away, except the
flooring and a part of the chimney. It
was originally the blacksmith shop of the

at

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL R,

COCOANUT-Sweetened-lb.-33c

Grey,”

“Old Fashion” Shoe if

“Old Fashion” Shoe Sale

KENTUCKY & INDIANA TERMINAL R. R.
DUE 1961
CO
Guaranteed by Southern R. R Co. & Baltimore & Ohio R. R CO.
4 1-2 Percent First IMtge. Price $560
per £200.

I

Phone 249 ]

side near the residence of Mrs, H. F. M.
Phillips, was sold some time ago to Mr.
Donald Thayer.
It has recently been

In

iHl'COFFEESl

■

Theatre.

opened by Sister Margaret Nickerson next Legislature; that t
suntan
Senate cauBe copies of this ,■ !(i,:
was ably and
„Vi
enthusiastically dis- fished in all daily and
v
is
T.
Nickerson
Mr. A.
spending the cussed by the brothers and sisters. The State until and
including ttbnn.-.Vli
week at Augusta. Owing to the death following trustees were elected: H. P
in Senat. hanin
''
I
I'rnary 7,3
of Gov. Parkhurst he and his son Kermit White, chairman, James
Read and pas ed,
Webster, secSent down for concurrence
did not go last week. Kermit returned ond; Elmer Moore, third.
L F.RNL T TH-.'t.NT'M
to school Tuesday morning.
In House of Reiirmitjuin
Comet Grange held an all day meeting
which
for
three
niatyll
The old shop,
nearly
Read
and passed in
Saturday, Feb. 5. The next meeting will I
CLYDE 11. in i-vi's.a
quarters of a century stood by the road- be in the evening of Feb. 19.

Bonds Payable in Pound Sterling.

IS"

to Colonial

L. DAVIS’

J3ERT

50C. VALUE

Ihc

■

ard.

SEE OUR WINDOW ‘‘SPECIALS” I

st ars to be announced later.

"The Woman in

Arthur Brown is taking banjo lessons
Mr.
Eugene Aderton and making
good progress.
Mrs. Chester Trundy and daughter Edreturned home last Thurs lay from
na
Glenburn, where they had been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles How-

of

—AT—

Price
Z Quarts

Moody has a light attack
Dr. F. C. Small was called

Saturday.

All Wool Pants for
$3.00 a Pair

little town, to

our

know that he has entered into partnership with Ransford W. Shaw of Houlton

10 Main Street, Helfast, Me.

■

serial,

Mrs. David
of bronchitis.

20- 26s k

Walter A.

reel

derful new

g

been

caring for her grandmother, Mrs. Caroline Knowles, for several weeks, left
Sunday to return to her home in Dorchester, Mass.

ROASTED

five-

feature, “Behind the Door,” 13th
episode of “Lightning Bryce,” comedy or
News film. March 12th, Dorothy Dalton
n
a
big five-reel feature, "Biack is
White,” 14th episode of “Lightning
Bryce,” News or comedy. March 19th,
Charlie Ray in one of his best five-reel
features, “Alarm Clock Andy,” last episode of “Lightning Bryce,” comedy or
News film.
March 26th, Robert Warwick in a big five reel feature, “Adventuresin Hearts,” 1st episode of a won-

Miss Sadie M. Nickerson, R. N., spent
the week-end at home.

INDIGESTION

for

Moody.

DIRECT IMPORTING CO..

episode of “Lightning Bryce” and a onereei < comedy, “Thirsty the Magician.”

SWANVILLE.

to

BEAVER BOAR

Feb.

-March

error

an

and

Fernald

Members of the Current Events Club
and their guests to the number of 26
participated in the twelfth annual middinner of the organization last Wednesday at the Auto Rest of Mrs. Eben Libby,
who was at her best on this occasion.
Although the club was organized in 1895
and became a member of the State Fed
eration in 1899, the mid-winter dinners
were not adopted as a part of the social
activities until 1909.
The Pilgrim tercentenary supplied the motive for the
decorations on this occasion.
A miniature Plymouth Rock inscribed 1620, did
duty as a centrepiece; small tinted Plymouth and Pilgrim pictures adorned the
menu cards, held in place by the sword
of Miles Standish; the place cards carried
Pilgrim drawings; tiny cradles held salted
nuts, and among the antique candle sticks
which graced the board were a pair of veritable Paul Revere relics. After the dinner

The following is a list of the pictures
which will be shown in Crockett’s Thea-

and

Through

for Cushing Chapter O. E. S., last week
we omitted the secretary, Mrs. Annie R.

cloud of dust, quite like the good
old summer time.

{be same orchestra.

beginning

of the make which made its

would-be statesman, was observed going down School street obscur-

large attendance at the
senior drama, “Safety First,” presented
by the senior class of B. H. S., in Union
hall Iasi Thursday night. The play was
a great success in every way.
A dance
followed the drama, music furnished by
Lane’s orchestra of four pieces.
The net
proceeds were about eighty dollars.
Next Friday night this drama will be
presented in the Grange hall at Knox
Station, followed by a dance. Music by

tre

car

inventor

a

was

a

Geneva Fellows entertained the

auction ciub, of which she is a member,
Tuesday. The Sieben Club was also invited. Dainty refreshments were served.

that on Feb.

this column it is recorded

Jean Sherman.?}
There

Mrs.

For the benefit of distant readers of

not having missed one-halfday: Ida Elis, June Bowden, Addie Reynolds, Ar-

High Street, Next

Mrs

Prospect.

Mrs. Arthur Payson, teacher of
this school, reports the following students

room.

|

Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins of Bangor, Mrs. Stubbs of Camden and Mr. and

truly,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

(Tablets or Granules)

Mrs. R. L. Clements.

Roscoe Arey of Searsport were
guests of Mrs. Mary A. Patch, Sunday.

Yours

KM10IDS

accompanied to Bangor by his

were

sister,

burial was in the village cemetery, Mount

the evening. Over $5 was realized, which
will be used to buy curtains for the school

line

and

at

$5

Georgette Blouses, white,'flesh and tan shades. Newest creations, wonderful values. Don’t pass them by~$5.95
Wash Silks, flesh and white, $3.95"

right
palatability.

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
-ALSO MAKERS OF-

Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Barden of South
Monroe were callers in town Saturday

Would l„ I

More Coats--Same good quality. Same
good styles. Price, LOWER THAN EVER.

fwegian

Herbert Ringwall.

I

SEE THESE IN OUR WINDOW.

Mr; Grifiies

take. It
contains purest Norcodliver oil that
is made right
from the start.

Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Young left for Boston Saturday, where they will visit their
daughter and husband, Prof, and Mrs.

the home of his wife’s father,
Nelson W. Staples, in the north part of
the town Wednesday afternoon. Rev. N.
F. Atwood of Searsport officiated and the

Friday

and easy

passersby.

The funeral of Arthur W. Moore took

place

entertainment $nd box social in

an

to

a

enr-

ol oyment in the State House in Augusta,
,pent a few days last week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Roberts.
South Brooks school closed last

Feb. 2nd,

had just had a house cleaning spasm in
the broker’s office.

mother, Mrs. F. h. Emmons.
Miss Faustena N.

on

shades, wool embroider

decidedly palatable

is

Anyone could take their choice of conveyances the past few days, everything
on wheels or runners being used by the

new

most of them. Some tie back, others plain.
good values at $9.95, but our price while they last,

scorn
EMULSION

trucks.

letter which he mailed to a former resident of this town in
broker’s office in New York
care of a
city on Jan. 14, 1914. It looks as if they
him

and Mrs. F. K. Roberts.

Boulter, who
Damariscotta,

Gardner had returned

Lincoln A.

Mrs. S. A. Ward and children of Unity
speat the week-end with her parents, Mr

to assure

The annual ice crop on the waterworks
pond is nearly harvested. It has been
hauled away on sleds, jiggers and auto

about May 1st.

several days recently.

Mr. Ira

Heavy Tricolette Blouses, all the

]

and Blouses

on

be made

must

days.

tageous offer of employment in electrical
wiring. He expects to return to town

Mrs. Kenneth Colcord of Belfast was
;he guest of her father, D. R. McAndless,

ment in

Very Soecial—This Lot Waists

Cod-liver oil is as
delicate as butter, it

&Mrs. Everett jGray has been the guest
of [her brotherJand wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Kneeland, m Bangor for several

Mr. and Mrs. James M. urocner lert
Thursday morning fo: Bridgeport, Conn.,
where Mr. Crocker has had an advan-

S.

possible.

as

One-piece new straight line effect, some with pockets, som<,
with plaited skirts, most all with just enough embroidery t,
make them unusually attractive, and just think! an all wi„
new model serge dress for $12.95.

and the occasion was one of the

best times of the season.

Saturday from Malden, Mass., where she
has been staying several months.

bkooksT~

house

dancing

home

returned

Mrs. Isabelle Brewer

George M. Houghton and Mrs.
Frederick A. Eddy of Bangor were passengers on the train Wednesday morning.
The former is the guest of Mrs. William
Mr. Daniel Dickey of Morrill spent the Avery and the latter of Mrs. Everett
week-end with relatives here.
Staples.
Greenwood

Freedom
under the

direction of Isaac P. Grifiies attracted
people from all the towns for many miles
around and netted 157 for the Hoover
fund for the starving children of Europe.
The hall was decorated with the national
colors, with the colors and flags of the
allied nation*, and with the serpentine
streamers in the air and the tooting of
the horns, fancy hats and other novelties,
it was a gay occasion for all who were
fortunate enough to be present The
ladies of the village furnished a nice
baked bean and pastry supper, and acadTozier’s
emy students acted as waiters
fine orchestra supplied the music for tbe

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rowe of Hartford, Conn., are gues's of his grandmother, Mrs. Mary Haley.

Mrs.

.bought the R.
lot a^d will build

The; carnival held in the
Grange Hall last Friday night

—

bills for last winter passed all
estimates, and the cost of the poor greatly exceeded calculation.

on

Pearl Crockett has

MORE DRESSES FOR $12.95

FOR

HOOVER FUND

WINlfcRPURT

The selectmen are closing up accounts
of the town’s business for the past year.

Manager

The

2

FREEDOM’S CARNIVAL

Mrs. Fred A. Eddy of Bangor and Mrs.
Laura B. Crocker of Sandy Point. Many
members are out of town for the winter
and others were prevented from attending by illness.

cident last summer, j

UNITY BRANCH

Pavs

in Aroostook county. Mr.
Cowan has been located in HallOwell
since June, 1920.

son, Mrs. Walter F. Trundy, Mrs. Ed- has sent to Rev. Wm. Vaughan a check
distinguished addition to a mund J. Littlefield, Mrs. Josiah L. Lanfor the above amount from the people of
town’s aggregation of foxhounds, beagles caster, Mrs. George M. Houghton and
Freedom to be added to the Hoover fund.
Annus M. Holmes returned last Thursday from Eastport, making the trip in
his car which has been stored in that
city since it was sadly damaged in an ac-

Fogg,

commenced practice in that thriv-

town

Dane pup, a

and cockers.

B. A.

■nd has

ing

February

23

|

.*

'‘Old Fashion” Shoe Sale
at

! MEN WHO DOMINATE
They must

MAKE

a

m

all

be

cases

of

men

strong personality.

We Sell

clothing does

from

a

not

Is priced

item that goes to make

truly,

Store

ne\t week.

;

ALUMINUM and

o

j

to

8 p

!

m.

patronize this

truly,

j

supper.

The State

The Hoover Fund.

,

D. Jones

d

cordially

com-

I

mittee have asked the County of Waldo

\

to raise $1,000 in addition to the fund of
about that amount already raised for the

i

>

;

iie week.

in

nson,

j

Pemaquid, waiits

-uiyder and family publish

a

Store advertises a (me
all goods, selling two.are of one, dIus one cent,

;ug

'ilins has fitted wood
advertises

iey

■I

■

or

Prestolite

Store advertises their
it top, and a shoe sale on
17.

re

-n.

1

Sample Shop offers mere
itl2.<l5 and special waists

Co. publishes an adv. of
d business morals.
i.ne

orf'red Stock.

Power Co.

advertises

rket offers Friday and Satand Mrs. M. E.
rd of thanks.

row n

f

Aick-

Veterans Auxiliary will
at Mrs. Edith Dan-

l-arty

evening,

Feb. 18.

What!
!

>'e

attractive than

■tting

low shoe?

a

brrgi

spring color,

IM.UME

;°oks
rather

GRAY

I liairmau Arthur L. Ihayer of Bangor
of the State Accident Insurance Commission, his stenographer, Walter Bird of

Bar Harbor and Hon. John E. Nelson of direct contrast to weather conditions of
Augusta were in Belfast Tuesday to act [ February, 1920, we are enjoying delightfully mild weather and also good traveltwo hearings.
on
In the case of E J.
Roberts vs Walter Derres, North Belfast ing. There is more or less ice, mostly on
In- j the street crossings and walks, but it
and the

[

|

Employers’ Liability
In
surance Co., the plaintiff withdrew.
that of Raymond Aldus vs. the Consumer’s Company, biougbt to recover for
medical attendance, etc., the amount

parties,

for

was

allowed

in

full.

the Armory floor in the game of
Jan. 29th, when he fractured his left leg
and injured the anKle. He is a manly
fell

j melts at noonday and is usually rough.
There is not the slightest sign of ice in
the bay and even Kirby Lake has a foot
or more of water over the
ice, which is

1

Pumps.

Fashion” Shoe Sale
at
next week.

or

elsewhere for reliable merchandise.

announcements; they will

!

each month. Mrs. F. G. Mixer was elected chairman of the purchasing committee

tojselect her assistants.
decided to meet Thursday afternoon, Feb. 10th, at the home of the president, Mrs. Cecil Clay, for the purpose of
It

gradually

Leroy A. Colcord of Bangor, a graduof the Pullen dancing school, has
been engaged to instruct modern dance
steps for the Carter school in Eaton hall.

PARIS-ORLEANS RAILROAD COMPANY
One of the
These bonds

as

covers

were

The price on these bonds is $65.50 per 1,003 francs.
which is now about 7c, return to its normal

Ansel M.

Ingersoll; bags, Mrs. Elmer Small and
Mrs. G. G.

Wardwell;

This Bank is interested in the underwriting of this
issue, and while we
do not urge their purchase, we believe them among the safest of
French obligations, and possessing among the largest possibilities of increase in valu
over cost.

in-

5,003 fr
a

^THE

president,

Mrs.

Bradbury;

vice

presidents,

Governor,

A. Fogg and Mrs. Eugene L. Cook; secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Lilia B. Mixer.
The committees appointed were: House
for

M. C.

by Miss Mildred Black. Over 50 of Company F. of the Third Maine, Capt. Basil
R. Allen, attended the funeral in Augusta and did guard work at the State House
Wednesday night. They returned home
by the night train Thursday.

on

b

> a

Is

should be paid finally at

application.

CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

All Wool Pants for
$3.00 a Pair
—AT—

BERT L. DAVIS'

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness and sympathy
to us in our late bereavement, and also
for the many beautiful flowers sent to
the funeral.
Mr.'Ossian C. Brown
Mrs. M. B Ricker

Abide With Me, Lead Kindly Light, O !
Paradise; remarks by Supt. E. E. Roderick and the recitation, Crossing the Bar,

Mrs. John

if’the

Mrs James a. Nickerson,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker

cott and Charlotte Knowlton and Carroll
Parker. It included chorus selections of

bury, with fifteen members present. The
following officers were elected: President,

1

tn

CARD OF THANKS

morian

Mrs. Charles Brad-

wauld cstt $127 53

We wish to thank the neighbors and
friends for help and sympathy at the
time of our bereavement and for the
flowers sent to the funeral.

ing for the day presented a short in mearranged by Misses Helen Wes-

I he annual meeting of the Universalist
Guild was held Friday afternoon at the

ines

normal exchange rate, they would bring $965 03.
Further particulars

also closed for the remainder of the morning session. The High school before clos-

aprons, Mrs. F. I.

Wilson.

home of the

late

Should the French

exchange

are'

Frederic Hale Parkhurst. The factories remained closed
until 1 p. m. and the public schools were

our

Vickery; flowers, Mrs.
Lothrop; candy, Mrs. Henry G.

France

value of .191
th-se 1,000 franc bonds would be worth $193.00 when
paid. The coupons,
which are at the rate of 6 per cent, may be held for live
years after they
payable, and the bond itself may be held thirty years after it is called for
payment, should the owner wish to do that, waiting for the exchange value
of the franc to return to normal.

laid for

menu

of

are

franc,

240, including those assisting.
Mrs. Alice C. Bramhall was chairman of

the committee and the delicious

Largest Railroad Systems

secured co-ordinately with all other bonds of the
Railroad, and are further guaranteed principal and interest by the French Govthem
ernment, making
superior in obligation to that of the French Government itself.

about

Mrs. O. S.

Wanted
j

A situation as Housekeeper or Nurse.
For particulars apply at No. 3 Commercial street, Belfast, Maine.

j

WILL TRADE A COOD

Electric Sloe Repair Slap

New michinery, worth about
$2000,
for small farm, or mi^ht buy if cheap.
Address
J. D. FORD,
2012 Irving St., Denver, Colorado.
Frank

R.

Rockland last

Woodcock

Friday

on

was

that Nero “fiddled” while Rome was burning.
Whether he did or not it was a fitting ending to
the extravagant and profligate living of that time.

Fred G. Spinney; floral, Mrs. George W.
Frisbee; communion, Mrs. C. E. Johnson
am Mrs. Sarah E.
Pierce.
Mrs. Brad-

bury’s annual report was filled with the
spirit of the League’s motto, “Harmony

:

We have been passing through a period of
almost the same intensity. The sky has been the
“limit”, an honest day’s work a rarity, and your
Dollar will buy just about half what it used to.
The old sterling policy of good honest value giving has become almost a lost art.
‘

But the old law of gravity, ‘what goes up must
surely come down,” is now asserting itself. We
have all got to take our coats off and go to work
and put the purchasing power of the Dollar back
where it used to be.
I
j

|

Our idea of getting “back” is to put on one
of our old-time shoe sales. You remember them.
Never a disappointment in all the years we run
them. Each one a little bigger than the others.
Our reason: VALUE first, last and always.

Thursday morning you will have the
opportunity of attending one of Tne Dinsmore
So next

Store’s old-fashioned Shoe Sales. We know exactly what is expected of us and if we wasn’t
sure we could “deliver the goods” we certainly
SERIES 20 CARS perpetuate the Studebaker reputation
which, for
sixty-eight, years, has stood for high quality, honest dealing and fair
are
the
creation
They
of
prices.
the Studebaker organization of competent engineering and manufacturing experts, and are produced in large, modern plants unexcelled in the industry.
Fundamentally sound engineering
principles are incorporated in their design, and resourceful, ripened experience
guides their manufacture.
THE MODERATE PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS are made possible
only because of, first, the reduction in overhead costs, resulting from quantity
manufacture in factories equipped and laid out to eliminate waste of material
and time, assuring maximum efficiency; secondly, the elimination of middlemen’s profits from parts made in Studebaker factories, such as castings, forgings, stampings, motors, axles, transmissions, bodies, tops, etc.; and, thirdly
the comparatively light weight obtained by scientifically balanced design.

THE

Call and see them at

The Banks’

Garage

wouldn’t spoil

our

Remember the
February 17th.

it.

past reputation by attempting

date,

next

to

of the

---■

HISTORY TELLS US

Mrs. J. G. Paul, Mrs. L. T. Shales, Miss
M. South worth; distributing and
decorating, Mrs. S. N. Racklilf and Mrs.

called

account

critical illness of Mrs. H. L. Woodcock.
—

Edith

called and while

pronouncing him in a critical condition,
he expects him to recover. There
was no insurance on the plate glass.

now

j

his life. He had been in the habit of calling at the rear door of Howes’ grocery
store to see the clerks and get light

was

short time, is

well patronized

was

ketry,

Store,

has

The public supper at the Methodist
church last Wednesday evening was very

with instruction

and the pet of many

and from two gashes in the head, was
very much frightened and exhausted.

who

dollars to you.

mean

time and seemed to

M.

admirers, met with a peculiar accident
Tuesday morning in which he nearly lost

luncheons, and Tuesday was accompaa
friend, a setter pup. Both
were running about the store when Tige
became frightened at some noise, as he
is still very young, regardless of the fact
that he weighs over a hundred pounds.

a

some

The Pythian Sisters enjoyed a very
pleasant social evening last Friday at the
Coombs,
Bailey, Mrs. home of Mrs. Mary Collins, with about
Austin W. Keating, Mrs. F. I. Wilson,
25 present, including several gentlemen.
Mrs. E. P. iCarle, Miss Annie V. Field;
Cards were played after which
coffee,
Mrs. Leroy A. Webber was chosen chairsandwiches, cake, etc., were served with
man of the card party committee to select
Mrs. I. W. Cross and Mrs. Nellie C.
her helpers and hold a benefit party once
Fletcher assisting the hostess.
Frank

Mrs.

“Tige,” the handsome and intelligent
Great Dane pup, owned by Mr. and Mrs.

say

i'

our

The orchestra will consist of four pieces
with Mrs. Thelma Cochran at the piano.

board of

call and deliver the gift.

Norton,

most

ate

STUDEBAKER

and all who saw the accident
glad to express their admiration in
Rev. Vaughan and Mr.
this manner.
Slugg autoed over Tuesday afternoon to

Dr. J. B. Darling

Dinsmore Store

1

------

man

Bernes O

largest and

failing.

on

distance before he found Mr. Norton at
tbe garage. He was bleeding at the nose

be

following

ill for

■ally for

Mr.

He made a rush for the front of the store
and dashed through the large plate glass
window into the street, running some

1

the

and Enthusiasm,” and evinced a genuine
scarcely seen beneath.
But there are
application of both terms as the net proprobably several blustering storms booked
Thayer said the treatment of the plainceeds for the year were $1,014.82 in adfor us before we really have spring. But
tiff’s injured hand by Dr. Eugene L. Stedition to many pleasant social functions,
present weather conditions are fully apvens was the best he had ever seen in his
both public and private. Mrs, Bradbury
preciated and enjoyed.
accident investigations.
urged that the spirit of co-operation be
The Pythian Sisters held their annual the
key note for the Guild’s activities for
The Camden Y. M. C. A. team won
meeting the past week and with Mrs. the comin ; year and that all its members
from the Belfast A. A. Five by a score
Nina Dickey Cook officiat ng, assisted by stand
together for the best interests of
of 37 to 18 in the Armory last Saturday
Mrs. Hannah S. Beach, the fallowing of- theirchurch. She extended
special thanks
came
evening. Abqut 50 Camden people
ficers were installed: M. E, C., Mrs. Han- to Mrs.
Clay, Mrs. Fogg and Mrs. Racklilf
up on the excursion and enjoyed the victonah S. Beach; M. E. S., Mrs. Rufus
Copp; for their ever ready assistance.The
ryjwith their boys.The steamer was oblig- M. E J., Mrs. I. W.
M. of T., Mrs. League will meet Friday at 2.30 p.
Cross;
m., at
ed to stay here until very early Sunday
Fannie M. Robinson; M. of R. and C., Mrs. Sherman G.
Swift’s, High street
morning on account of the dense fog on Mrs. Nina D.
Cook; M. of F., Mrs. Rose when every woman interested in the
A remarkably fine thing was
the bay.
S. Sheldon; P. of T., Mrs. Mary C. Col- church is invited to come. The
Sunday
done at the game Saturday night at the
lins; G. of O. T., Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; school will start next Sunday with resuggestion of Morris L. Slugg and under P.
C. of 'I'., Mrs. John E. Wright. Re- newed interest and enthusiasm. Parents
the direction of Rev. William Vaughan,
freshments were served at the social are urged to send their children. All who
when a voluntary collection of $72.42
A supper will be served at their do not attend any
! hour.
Sunday school are
was taken to express genuine sympathy
hall tomorrow, Friday, at (i p. m.
urged to attend. They are wanted.
j
who
of
for Charlie Whittier
Searsport,

called

nied by

swell with Patent

to carry the

New York Garment

Hamilton, florist,

Willis E.
aeen

managers were re-elected: Mrs. Elmer
Small, Mrs. F. G. Mixer, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Miss Margaret L. Keene, Mrs. R. P.

were

fitting Tweedie
lop. They go tobut be sure they
veedies, otherwi; le
be disappointe l.
received

Seward.

The Club will meet with Mrs. Annie H.
Jellison Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 16th
followed by the regular meeting in the

young

NSWER:

Tel. 228-5

January, February and March, Mrs.
Murch; for April, May and June,
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse; for October, November and December, Mrs J. Lee Pathas been in t he school the past
eighteen
terson; visiting, Mrs. Charles E. Johnson
months, com ng here from Bangor. He
assisted by Mrs. Grace Larrabee, Mrs. j
has also taught in the evening school of
Elijah Ritchie, Mrs. Albra J. Clarey,
last winter, private pupils and
during the Mrs. George G. Ward
well, Miss Ida E. }
summer vacation in his own school
in the
Walker, Mrs. S. N. Racklilf, Mrs. Arthur :
Armory block.
He has several offers
W. Morse, Mrs. Sarah C. Thompson, Mrs.
under consideration.
John W. Rnight; music, Earl L. Talbot as
spring Weather in February. In
choir master, Mrs. Cecil Clay; purchasing,

evening.

Turk Garment Store makes
of their spring line of

-rn

B. Eaton and Fred A

Charles

wants pullets.

Watch for

sewing. It was voted to hold a public recluded escaloped clams, baked beans, hot
ception at the Hospital in the near furolls, cabbage salad and fancy pies. Miss
Capt. ture, the date to be named later. The
and Mrs. Billings go to New York in the following committees for the annual mid- Leverne Whitten and Mrs. John L. Dow
had charge of the serving.
Miss Whitearly spring. Mr. Luce’s marriage to summer fair were announced: food, Mrs.
ten also directe 1 the advance sale of tickMiss Rena E. DeBeck, a teacher in the i E. A. Wilson, Mrs. W. K. Keene, Mrs.
Belfast High school, will take place in : Ralph Ames; friendship, Mrs. N. H. ets.
All places of business were closed from
June.
| Small; dolls and baby, Mrs. Colby A.
10 to 11 a. m. Thursday,as per the request
Hezekiah Webster, who recently bought Racklilf and Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury;
of George L. Slipp an acre of land on fancy work, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs; of Mayor C. W. Wescott, and flags about
i handerchiefs, M:s. J. W. Ferguson; bas- the city were at half mast in honor of
what is known as the Monroe

starving children of Europe. It is urgently requested that the money be raised
pasture at
by Feb. 15th. Freedom has exceeded its
the head of Miller street, just opposite
DVERTISEMEN IS
quota and Prospect reports hers raised.
Belfast is still behind the amount re- Kirby Lake, lias also bought the small
National tiank oilers 5,000 quired. Contributions may be paid to building on Miller street owned by Percy
Drlcans Railroad Co.
Wood. He has moved the building to the
Ralph A. Bramhal! at 'The City National
lot and will ic-model it into a bungalow
.rage oilers Studebaker
Bank or to Rev. William Vaughan of
with a small addition. The location is a
East Belfast.
It is an opportunity rather
-.dilation wanted aa housevery pleasant one, particularly for its
than a duty to give for such a cause
inland view.
Mr. Webster is doing the
b iby carriage wanted.
The Afternoon Club of Emma White carpenter work himself.
j
; st
Church advertises Barker
Tent, D. of V., had a very delightA special meeting of the school
iv, February 13.
comful session last Wednesday at the home of
mittee was called Friday noon to act
Market advertises their
Mrs. Myra S. Dutch, when delicious reod and Islesboro clams.
>
upon the resignation of Harold S.
Webb,
freshments were served. Their regular
advertises men’s clothing
teacher in the Commercial department of
meeting followed in the evening at G. A.
ed at today’s market.
the High school. The resignation
was
R hall, when I.incotu’s birthday was obA. Nickerson and Mr.
ajnd
accepted and will take effect Feb. 19th,
'of
Mrs.
Annie
M.
a
card
served
with
ker publish
readings by
The committee instructed
Supt. E. E.
Frost, Mrs. Dora Jackson Bridges and
Roderick to (ill the vacancy. Mr, Webb
: Theatre publishes picture
Mrs. Mary Alien Carter; remarks by

News ot Belfast

Vickery,

ris S.

years

public

and look around.
rs

is

of age, who claims
Calais as his
Bickford’s, Cedar street,
home and has been
coming here for at
this, Thursday, at 3 o’clock, the paper for
the day being a review of Mrs. T. B. Ald- i least 25 years and has been in the Waldo
rich’s book, “Crowding Memories,’’ by county jail since late in December, was
taken to the Waldo
Mrs. Edmund P. Brown.
County Hospital Saturday ill with pneumonia, fie was found
The ladies of the Baptist church will
in Belmont with both feet
frozen.
He
give one of their delicious public suppers
has had good care
by Sheriff and Mrs.
next
their
in
vestry
Tuesday evening.
Frank A. Littlefield.
The supper will be in charge of Mrs. W.
William L. Luce, proprietor of the Luce
F. Stevens and Mrs. Wm. Holt and they
Music Store, has bought the
will be assisted by an efficient corps of
Capt. John
1 E.
Billings residence on Elm street, forhelpers. The menu will be up to their
usual high standard of excellence and it merly that of Henry C. Mardcn.
Mr.
Luce with his
will be served at 6 o’clock.
Price 50
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
is
cents.
The
invited to ! Charles Luce, will occupy it when

amount of Agate I
wish and you
the same amount
minum Ware for
a CA-vH sale and

m a. in

reported.

Mrs. Charles S.

■ou

uday, Feb. 12th,

and

now

asking for two mirrors and sofa
pillows for use in that
building.
The Women’s Alliance of the First
Thomas Andrews, a man of about 70
Parish (Unitarian) church will meet at

GATE WARE 1

Spring

Our reputation for carrying the largest stock at the lowest orices
well known, but this spring we will carry a
'greater stock and sell
brand new, high grade garments at the lowest
prices in years.

check of fifty-seven dollars from the people of Freedom Village, the proceeds of
the carnival given Friday evening under
the direction of I. P. Griflies.

Mrs, Ethel G. Wiley has received enThere will be a dance and baked bean
thusiastic letters from her son, Fred W.
the Waldo County Hospital.
supper on the evening of Feb. 15th at
now
Wiley>n
the new U. S. destroyer
I
Frederick Ritchie Grange hall, Waldo.
The W. C. T. U. will have a Valentine Semmes at Peru, S. A. He e,.joyed
Music by McKeen’s orchestra.
This
party Friday afternoon with Mrs. Min- especially the trip through the Canal.
dance will be given to help one who has
Coombs
on
the
nie
shore front.
| George C. Seavey, after reading The been seriously sick since October and is
The firemen were called to the Fred T. Journa1’8 appeal for a wheel chair for a still unable to be out. Everybody please
1
Chase residence on Church street recent- worthy party, immediately
responded come and help.
and supplied the need.
Mrs. Clay, who
j ly and Monday afternoon to the resiAt a meeting of the Hospital Aid held
asked for the chair, is also
: dence of Capt. C. B. Swett on Spring
interested in Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Orstreet for chimney fires. No damages the Waldo County Hospital's needs

|

;

this

Howard F. Moore, employed by Goodhue & Co., was operated on Monday at

were

ON

plans

THE LOWEST in Belfast

Rev. William Vaughan of the Hoover
fund for the starving children of Europe,
requests The Journal to acknowledge a

|

Sale

We have made

complete stock of Women’s, Misses and Children’s ready-to-wear garments ever shown in Belfast—and our prices will POSITIVELY
BE

is

__

unsmore

spring

The strong wind of last Sunday fanned
the smouldering soft coal, owned by the
Pejepscot Company, on Holmes’ wharf,
into flames and carried sparks for some
distance. Several firemen were called to
look after it under the direction of Assistant Chief Francis X. Pendleton.

up

BUYS 100 CENTjj WORTH

at

new

Ready Coon

MRS. FRANKEL is now in New York selecting our new Soring
line of SUITS COATS,DRESSES,SKIRTS,WAISTS and MILLINERY.
This merchandise will be arriving soon.

Monday morning

line. She will return in about two weeks.

BERT L. .DAVIS, "BMa
j
i-hion” Shoe Sa^e

left

for New York to select her

TODAY’S MARKET.

Yours

Frankel

Mrs. Ida

personal appearance.
on

Our Spring Line will be

Everett M. Hart is critically ill at his
on River Avenue.

home

high grade suits has nothing

criticism of his

)ur entire stock

next week.

Dominating” Clothing

aue on correct principles it takes account of every
n et garment.
The man who ,wears these
var

Good

strong personality, but it DOES help back it
up and enforce it.

Announcement

The Dinsmore Store

Thursday morning,

Sfw3)uumoM$tor(L

MICKIE SAYS

Jr

The Old

[f

If

If

His Famous

II
if

Children Cry for

of Fowls and Increase Pro-

ductivity Urged.

“svaa.u—t\vae’'
yoAoovov-xs *■

oo Avw

v—

VEWTimiOH IS ESoEHTim PROPER TIME FCR TRAPPING
Chickens *Can

if

Ttiware

BELFAST

BY

|

B-ltttitW’,
Utils
tte

by

>Vho

special arrangement has all th;

patterns all the time.
WAITING TO SEND.

Place1!'.

Guard Against Drafts.
Drafts should he avoided in the hen
house,
poultry specialists of the
United States Department of Agriculture say.
If hens are placed in a
draft in winter, colds will develop,
which may result in roup or other ailments.
The south side, or front, of
the poultry house may he left comparatively open, hut should he under
control, so the openings may he closed
gradually as^ cold weather approaches.
Have muslin curtains at the front
openings of the house. One window
should he left partly open In each pen.
even on the coldest nights, to
permit
ventilation.
Fowls can stand considerable cold afr provided it Is dry.
Feed the grain in a deep litter on
the floor in the winter to compel the
hens to exercise for all of their grain.
The mash may he fed either wet or
dry and should he so regulated that
the fowls will get about equal parts
of mash and scratch grains. It is necessary to give the fowls plenty to eat
to obtain good results, hut the birds
should he eager for each feed. Tn cold
weather feed about one-fourth of the
scratch grains in the morning and
three-fourths at night.
A
good scratch mixture may he

are

FILTH AVENUE.
Pretty

Warm Weather Clothes.

Frocks and Others.

Chances

was

line

as

rick-rack

all the best models

Children's
for

are.

Verona Clarke.

Copy-

Cats.

wiinierpurt
New

The

York,

frocks that

will

Feb. 7, 1921.
bloom in the

unrelieved,
coming

so

ments

kind and thoughtful mother to his little
son Oscar who has now grown to man-

j

gray with jade and other
greens, gray with king’s blue, and newest
gray with the bisque and sand tones, be-

Besides her husband and stepson
she left one brother, John H. Young, of

coming

nephews here and elsewhere. A large
number of relatives from here attended

to

nearly

unavailing for the reason that rhe Ameripeople have wisely ordained that
there shall be an arbital tribunal beyond
which they will not take their controversies.
As has well been said, “the highest court is always right because it is the
highest court.” Though its classic judg-

can

re-read and discussed years

are

after they are handed
that is only
relatives, friends and former instructive recreation down,
for legal minds—
neighbors of Mrs. Ida S. Hawes, wife of there can be no argument about their
Leslie Hawes'of Prospect, were sorry to correctness.
Mr. Gomper’s criticism is not ot this
learn of her death which occurred at her

coral,

gray and

Decisions of the Supreme Court are subject to criticism, of course, though it is

The

spring are in evidence in the smart shops
here Ostensibly for wear in the south, but
more practically to try out which models
are to prove most acceptable to discernhome in Prospect, lues., Pebruary 1, afing women buyers, always on the lookout ter a long period of ill health.
Mrs.
for fetching novelties.
Hawes was the youngest daughter of the
late William and Susan Carleton Young.
Colors and Contrasts.
Anything in gray, especially in the j Her first husband was Benjamin Colson,
lighter clear tones, is sure to receive at ] also of this town, where they resided.
tention now that this color is in the lead Some years after Ins death she was unitand while undoubtedly this is smartest j ed in marriage to Mr. Hawes and was a
it is not most universally beworn.
Therefore, we have

ONE LAW FOR ALL.
When Samuel Gompers angrily attacked the Supreme Court for a decision
which has interpreted a paragraph in the

braid at neck and wrist,
much admired though very simple in

of

hood.

this town and

everyone.

a

number of nieces and

A dress of sand colored lace in Valenciennes mesh has the three tiered skirt in 1 her funeral at lur late home in Prospect
the lace flounces and* the waist set off i at which Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Banwith a surplice vest of pearl gray satin gor was the officiating clergyman. There
that finishes in a short sash

at the left,
and has a short peplunS flounce to carry
the iine down below the wa ist

beautiful Moral tributes and
the interment was here in her family lot

were

many

in Oak Hill cemetery.

Just, one of those little dresses invaluThe advisory committee of the new
able in any wardrobe, that can be worn memorial
library heid a pleasant and enat. almost anytime fittingly and go smart- j thusiastic
meeting in the I. O. O. F. banjy almost anywhere. Priced in three j quet hall Jan. 26th.
By invitation, Vicfigures this was to be had only if one’s j tor Hodges of Hampden and Bangor was
pocket hook was plethoric, but it could j present and he was invited to draw up
be copied for a very modest sum, and lots 1 suitable
plans for the consideration of
tile above committee. Mrs. J. W. Biais-

!

dell of Belfast was present and owing to
her interest, help, encouragement and
suggestions it was decided to hold a fair,
sale of fancy articles, etc., etc., also a
supper, dance and general good time in
the summer for the benefit of the library
fund.

Mrs. May W. Bussey, who was
of the soliciting committee,

chairman

chosen chairman of,the committee
fair, etc., with sub lommitteesto be
selected as required. It is hoped that al]
will co-operate to make this one of the

was
on

most successful events ever held in town.
All feel grateful to Mrs. Blaisdell lor her
interest anu support in the matter. Mrs.
Blaisdell served doughnuts and cocoa to
the committee which she brought from
her home.

It will he of interest to many
that over one-half of the field stone of
which the building is to be constructed,
is aIready on the lot, having been hauled
from the land on Chick Common owned

bj T. G. Fellows.
Cushing Chapter,

academic

nature. If his attack means
it means that he would set the
labor unions above the law of the land,
and establish them in control of the Government in order that they may be enabled to dictate to employers whom the latter shall aDd shall not employ, and what
the terms of employment shall be.
Mr. Gompers denounces the Claytou
Act ruling specifically as showing that
the Supreme Court “has joined forces
with the anti union movement, the movement to undermine the only organization
which the working people have for their
protection.” The “only organization,”
as Mr, Gompers knows, musters only a
small fraction of the working people of
America. Time and again, moreover,
Mr. Goniper’s “only .organization” has
show'll that it has as little respect for the
lawful rights of the vast majority of
working people as for employers who
courageously defy it by keeping their

anything,

shops

are

at

once

or

mounted skins that

stylish, becoming and

com-

fortable.
We used to feel inclined to smile at the
mountaineers in the Andes, who wrap
the head and upper part of thair bodies in
the warm folds of their Poncho, leaving
the extremities exposed to the elements,
but
now

we

follow their

lead rather closely

officers for the efficient manner

in which they had installed the officers.
of baked beans, salads, cream

A supper

Pie, cake, doughnuts

and

coffee

were

served by the following committee, Mrs.
Geneva Fellows, Mrs. Annie B. Clements, Mrs. Annie Ritchie, assisted by
Mrs. Blanche Bowden.
SENSIBLE

fringed by

wintry blast that blows, land
even the longest, warmest coat built all
pf fur has this type of collar in either
matching or contrasting skin. For the
coat that goes any where with-an up-toany

date air, Hudson Seal is the standard faivorite, though gray squirrel of the SiberW hat■n variety is, this year, a leader.

■=._

any

Death orAy a master of shcrt t!n;e.
Don 't wait until pain.; and aoliefe
becot ne incursbV disc:.-r33,

hy taking

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder ar.d uric nci troubles—the
National Remedy of Holland since 169^.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, ali drug-idsts.
XahAl for the iui.ic C*~ju Zi-.cw.ai
t?t
and accept oo unite ion

and has been made
sonal supervision since its
“

and

V

deceive you

Just-as-good

”

"' *

t

\cy

Experiments that trifle with and endanger the
Infants and Children—Experience against ExperiV'r

What is

heVti

CASTOR!A

r
is a harmless substitute for Castor
Castona
Oil, yDrops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant, it
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic sul"
age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty y..Hr<
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, I
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverisbne
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and it
the assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natu.
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

say

of the biological
survey.
United States Department of
Agriculture.
It is the season when the rural
dweller in nearly any part of the Fnicd States can harvest a
crop to which
he has devoted no other labor.
Trapping Looks Easy.

Wild-animal trapping looks easy to
farm boys until they have tried
and failed.
Success demands knowl-

CASTOR IA always

GENUINE

mst

dgo of (he animals and their habits
The rod fox, for instance, must he
caught by wiles as cunning as his' own.
Traps and the ground where they arc
" I
must he free from human scents.
Steel traps are cleaned by boiling with
pungent twigs or by burying or leaving
in running water for a day or two. af
ter which they should be handled
only
with leather or waxed cotton
gloves.

Breeding grounds, hunting grounds and
peculiar habits of the animals should
be well studied beforehand.
Traps are
ometimos set in springs that do not
renernHy freeze over. A little island
is built up some time before
the trap
is set. A No. 2 or No. .8 steel
trap is
imbedded in the soil with a piece of
moss covering tlie
pan. A hit of mint-

j

In Use For Over 30 Years
The

Kind You Have Always
Bought

j

Union Mutual Lite

ed meat, preferably game, is used for
halt.
in making a land set, a shallow hole
is made to conceal the trap ami the
stake and chain which hold it.
The
earth removed should be placed on a
doth, and all that is not used should
he carried away. The trap is covered
with dry earth, free front anything
which would clog the jaws.

Insurance Compam
PORTLAND, MAINE.
DECEMBER 31, 1920.
Maine Standard,
[
j
Surplus,
New Insurance
in 1920,

«**&
8.39."

paid-for
Insurance in Force, paid-for basis,
Payments to Policyholders in 1920,
Total Payments to Policyholders.

72.24>.
2, TIN

07,0;'

Total Income in 1920,

The

Hen

is

One

Pet

That

Brings

»

applied
year,
or oftenor,
if the fowls become in-

fested. liens like a small box in the
house partly filled with dry road dust
or fine dirt in which th- y may dust.

On

Many

Farms

CLOVER

Crop Has a Place
Adaptability to

of Its
Short Rotations

Because

-*;■ r-rr:*

rt

made of three parts by weight of ;
eraeked corn, one part wheat and two
parts oats: and a mash may he made
of two parts cornnieal and one part
each of wheat bran, wheat middlings
Traps Earn Spending Money for Many
and beef scrap.
Green feed, such as
Country Boys.
cabbages, mangel wurzel h«*ets. cut alfalfa or sprouted oats, sic.ml I he proimp may be set where the fox in stepvided to replace the green feed which
ping over a log naturally would place
the fowls have been obtaining in the j his foot.
fields: and beef scrap, skim milk, < ut |
Muskrats live in ponds, streams and
green bone or similar feed is needed
marshes, and may he detected either
to replace the insects which the fowls
by their houses of mud and weeds or
have been getting on the range. Beef
by holes in mud banks. They may he
or
feed
of
this
is
natun
essenscrap
caught in No. 1 steel traps set in the
tial in obtaining a good supply of eggs
runways which they make through tinduring the winter months.
weeds.
A piece of carrot, parsnip or
(Mean the dropping hoards at least
sweet apple, suspended over tlie trap,
once a week and spray the roosts with
forms an eltectlve bait.
kerosene or some commercial preparaMinks are caught in No. 1 steel
kill
Have
tion to
a good supmites..
traps set in holes in the hanks of small
ply of sand or dry dirt to use on the
streams or in driftwood, with a chickdropping hoards during tin* winter.
en or rabbit head, a fish, or a piece of
If any of the birds dev< lop colds,
muskrat meat placed beyond the trap.
dissolve as much potassium permanSkunks are usually trapped with No.
will
on
as
remain
the
surface
ganate
1 or No. 2 steel traps set unbaited at
of a dime into a gallon of water and
the (-ni ranee of their dens. Fare should
keep this mixture in their drinking
he jnken to fasten the chain so that
water for several days, or until the
the skunk cannot get hack into his
symptoms of the colds have disaphole. 'They also may be caught in box
peared. Remove any sick birds from
traps and drowned without being rethe flock as soon as they are observed,
moved.
A trapped skunk may lie apand treat them in coops by themselves.
slowly and killed without dispreached
*eep i-owis i-ree ot vermin.
agreeable consequences by striking it
Examine the pullets and hens fur
a sharp blow across the hack with a
lice, and dust them with insect powstick.
der or apply a mixture of two parts
Raccoons are caught in No. 2 or No.
of vaseline and one part of mercurial
I? steel traps set at the entrance to
blue ointment, about the size of
or
their holes and baited with meat. They
a
pea, 1 inch below the vent of the
also may he caught In traps set slightbird, rubbing the mixture lightly on
ly under water close to the hank of a
the skin. An application of this ointstream, with nothing more than a
ment two or three times a year will
small mirror or piece of bright tin
keep the fowls free from lice. Sodium
fastened on the pan to attract their
fluoride is one of the best powders to
Rabbits are easily capcuriosity.
use to kill lice and only needs to be
tured in box traps or snares.
three or four times a

HIGH VALUE OF RED

•

in

Dollars and Cents.

Undoubtedly much land formerly in
red clover is now growltm alfalfa: hut

Skinning the Catch.
Fox skins should he stripped off
whole like a glove, and stretched fur
Mink and weasel skins are
side out.
stripped in the same manner and
“cased" fur side in. This is also the
Racbest method with skunk skins.
coon and muskrat skins are dried flat,
fastened to a hoard. Fare should always he taken to cut the skin as little
All flesh
as possible in getting it off.
and fat should he removed and the

many farms red Hover has a place
and is more valuable than alfalfa l r
cause of its udupiahiiily to short rota-

skin stretched as tightly as possible.
Useful bulletins on tlie subject can
lie obtained from the United States
Department of Argieulturo, Washing-

tions.

ton.

on

_

surfaces of the

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There
is only one way to cure catarrhal deafness, and that is by a constitutional remdy. Catarrhal Deafness is caused &y an
inflamed 'condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result. Unless the
inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
Will be destroyed forever. Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is
an inflamed condition of the mucous surf aces. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine acts thru

the blood on the mucous
system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
All Druggists, 75c.
Circulars free.
F. J CHENEY & CO Toledo, O

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

GOSH DARN

gCOFFE«

I

9 eoFFtr'

Reliable Coffee. Reliable Quality. Reliable
in the maintenance of a delightful,
exquisite flavor.
Reliable uniformity.
Withal

reasonably priced.
Always

Have

Superba

Coffee in the House.

MILL1KEN-TOML1NSON CO., Roeilers. Pecker., Portl.nd, Me.

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL,

SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE■

j

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

Betsy

HAIR DRESSING

EXECUTOR’S
NOTH h
hereby gives notice >hst

appointed

executor of th*-

merit of

SCALP TREATMENT

SHAMPOOING

VENA M.

FACE MASSAGE

in the
Lords

MANICURING

RYDER, late of

County ofeWaldo, dt
as

A.

the law directs

demands against the

estat

desired to present the s
all indebted
theret.
make payment immedn>'
(lichhorn of Stockton S

are

HAIR NETS, TWO S'ZES. ALL COLORS

and

to

93 Main St., Howts’ block, Belfast, Maine
Tel. 306 3
lm5*

agent.
JAM!

Cambridge,

House for Sale
at Belfast— 5

factory,

room

Apply

Mass

Januar

ADMINISTRATOR’S V
scriber hereby giv*s notin
duly appc inted administrate

house anti

to

HARRIET KEN DAI I

A. p.

LORD,
Box* 154, Camden, Me.

in the (a unty of Wa'iii
bonds as the law directs,
demands against the esi.vare desired to present the
and all indebted thereto ar<

•

$300.00

>■

payment immediately
EREEMA:
Morrill, Me., January 1!

A [MONTH easily made working spare
time in your home town or city Experi- iNi"
Either 'sex.
Adence
not necessary.
CONSERVATOR’S
scriber hereby gives noto
THE FRATERNITIES,
dress:
conservator
duly appointed
4w4
Richmond, Maine.
ELIZABETH A. FLANDER
in the County of Waldo, a?
All p*’is
the law directs.
against her estate are desirand a:
for
settlement
same
pay
are requested to make

ORRIN JTDICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liabilily,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Phene 316-3

foiTsale
GREEN HARD WOOD Fitted for stove
tf3
use.
Apply to

SCOTT GRAY, or
ELIJAH RITCHIE

Always bears

Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’,

of

Probate Noli

Sefdon

M.

254-11

Signature

DRANK

j

In Use For Over 30 Years
the

;•‘“Hrr

THE BEST

I EVER

I

CHARLES
i
Northport, Me., January

Tiucking
1 am prepared to do alt
Furniture and P■
ng.
Leave orders
specialty.
st
corner of Main and Cross
will receive prompt attcnL
1

Telephone connection.
W. W.

BLA/.O

126 Waldo Avenue,

!
1

CONDENSED ANNUAL STATEMENT

Journal.

TOO
L AT TS

h

signal
under

i

organization.

BACK ALOIMG THE OLU TRAIL

Always Bought, and which
thirty years, has borne the

Counterfeits, Imitations

All

Foxes often follow palhs or trails,
taking td\: n age of these, the

Is not the Government of the United
States an “organization which the working people have for their protection?"
If
it is not, the Republic is a failure. No
law which would seek to cripple or divide its authority will ever be enacted,
so long as the people are alert for the defence of their common liberties. <Nor
will any fraction of its powers be delegated to a private organization such as
Mr. Gompers represents.
Had the ruling of the Supreme Court
in the matter of the Clayton Act been in
conformity with Mr. Gompers’desire and
opinion the great body of the American
people would have wasted no energy assailing it. They would instantly demand
of Congress the repeal of any law that
did not protect them all equally. Mr.
Gompers is at liberty to seek his remedy
at the same
source, appeal for a law of
special privilege such as he thought he
had. He will not get it, to be sure. The
country would never stand for the intolerable policy he preaches —Providence

painful ccnsiquornes
Exemption of veterans from paying
poll taxes was refused indorsement by
Vermont American Legion post commanders and adjutants and members of
the State executive committee at a recent conference which was attended by
F. W. Galbraith, Jr., National Commander of the Legion.
A bill which was introduced in the State legislature did not
meet with the Legion’s approval because
the ex-service men held that it was their
duty to pay taxes the same as any other
body of citizens.

---—

over

and,

tie deliberately misrepresents when he
calls Uie open shop movement an “anti
union” movement. It is a movement
antagonistic only to the arrogant methods
of ceitain union leaders—quite a different thing, as Mr. Gompers is aware The
movement is one concrete form of expressing the unshakable conviction of
the whole people that the right of a man
to contract for h s services without molestation is as inalienable as his right to
breathe.
It is not to be challenged or in-

Look back over the trail,
Scout, the trail
of your battling sires,
The trail that mounts from the centuries’
depths, to the peak of your own desires.
bee how it climbs from the dusk of
the
Past, from the Age of Bronze and

and find it luxurious.

Coats of all sorts have huge enveloping
ollars, that one can snuggle into and

defy

installing

I—

for

cAllow no one to

Agriculture.)

traps

specialists

use

-—

open.

O. E. S., held its installation of officers at its regular meeting Wednesday evening. February 2nd.
Mrs. Elizabeth R.
Eldridge, P. W M.
was installing officer, assisted by Mrs.
Stone,
Annie B. Hill, P. W. M. as grand marThrough the veil of years, with toil and
shal
Following is the list of new oftears, to the crest where you stand
of women are smart copy-cats.
alone.
ficers: Worthy Matron, Elfie A. BarSashes and scarfs of tulle in vivid colAssociate Matron, Mrs. Clara
rows;
Look at the wealth they
orings are a modish tad that sets oil a too Cole;
bring you,
Conductress, Mrs. Bessie Crockett;
Scout, the heritage of the years;
tame frock, and lends it needed style.
Associate Conductress, Mrs. Flora Che- The fire of the Norsemen
rovers, the
Also these can be varied and thus lend a
mind of the Celtic seers,
ney; Chaplain, Mrs. Manza Parker; MarThe strength of the Saxon
note of novelty to an often worn dress of
bowmen, the
shal, Mrs. Laura S. Clark; Organist, Mrs.
courage of the grim Tartar.
black satin, lace or to some other stand- Elizabeth
Mrs.
Geneva
Eldridge; Adah,
Mei} have fought and men have wrought,
by likely to be tiresome from frequent Fellows;
to make you what you are.
Ruth, Mrs. Cora Davis; Esther'
repetition.
Mrs. Estella A. Campbell; Martha, Mrs.
Look
that you keep the faith,
Smart chokers of fur sable, mink or Nettie D.
Scout, true
Grant; Electa, Miss Grace
to the hopes they dared,
squirrel are often all that is needed to Thompson; Warder, Mrs. Alice
Arey; The visions and dreams they died for, the
alford the note of color relief that makes
faiths they held and shared.
Sentinel, Capt. W illiam R. Fernald. Inan otherwise trying costume complimen
teresting remarks were made by Mrs. Or- Like to your sires of old, Scout, be ye a
*
pioneer too;
tary to its wearer.
rie E. Moody, I. H. Davis, C. R. Hill
Keen-eyed and sure, clear-eyed and pure,
Rev. C. A. Purdy, E. M. Arey and othSmall Furs and Largethat the trail may be cleared anew.
An installation poem written by —Henry Pitz in
It is no wonder that however well sup- ers.
Boys’ Life for February.
plied a woman’s wardrobe may be with Mrs. Annie B. Clements was well receivVotes of thanks were extended the
fur coats or wraps she yet finds a need ed.
for smaller scarfs

ment of

provided.

A little frock of natural pongee with a
small vesiee of black satin, and trimfhing

PALM BEACH ON

Winter brings out the best fur on
animals ami at (lie same time gives the
farmer and liis boys idle days and tinzest for following a line of

condition at the beginning of the winter, must he kept clean and well ventilated, and the proper kind of feed

,.,

in

Part of Nation.

If good results are to he obtained
from the flock in winter the houses,
which should have been put in good

A

The Kind You Have

Denizens of Forests and Streams Outwitted While King Winter Spreads
White Mantle Over Greater

Air

Depart-

the United States
ment of Agriculture.)

The smartest showings of children’s
frocks, maintain the hand-made look alRatine of light weight
ways desirable.
Clayton Act contrary to his own confiembellished with colorful embroidery is
dent opinion of its meaning, he was guilsmart, and gingham with effective em- ty of suggesting
something far more rebroidery in white on gay backgrounds pugnant to American sentiment than was
considerably used.
literally spoken.

ESSIE P. CARLE

Cold

(Prepared by the United Stales Depart-

(Prepared by

&T?Pfeai? I*

Children’s Dresses.
IK

Much

Is
It
Dry—Scratch
Grains Compel Hens to Take
Necessary Exercise.

are a bad bargain.
January
decidedly lower even with the
best of fur houses here, and I saw garments at Shayne’s lately marked down
surprisingly considering former figureB.

SALE

Stand

Provided,

of any sort

ARE FOR

Lucrative Fur Crops Ready for
Harvest by Rural Dwellers
During Cold Weather.

Precautions Which Guard Health

ever fur one selects one should insistfupo n quality as well as style, for poor skins

terms

Fletcher’s

Ji

I

Liniment

V\

WO AJVIt
NEAP'
GOt MOtU\U' OW tUEXR VA\UtS BOrt\
tUE\R U«S tU\ViVC KS SVAAKt TO fy
SEE VE TUW CASK E\ViO t«0 ER-ffi
TUREE TSPC)(sRAVU\eAU ERRORS
®;
T\X PAPER EV'RW TAVAE tf
VCOVABd OOt, f\V POOR. SAPWEAtiS!
ptA BOSS SAVS UES VlOtVCEDTUM
to AVWJ'XXVS WO AVAOOVtttOO
©
j tU\VAS ARE. AUA5S

II
If

Tor coughs, colds, sore throats, cramps, chills, sprains,
strains and many other aches and ills,—grippe and
influenza.

Anodyne

SOME^OUS

(

I

I

Prescription

I Johnson’s

II

if

record of splendid results.

I
If

ff

fir

If

If

if

In 1810 Er. Johnson found tho demand for his services so
widespread that h& invented his famous household liniment
INTERNAL and EXTERNAL treatment.
TODAY,
after 100 years of continuous use it has a nation-wide

If

if

Jf

Family Doctor

h

Mills’ Vacation Trip
of Rev and Mrs. George
s son
Bennington, Vt, formerly of

fl*fleSf
(|illS

t

Llfss'-wf
r
jK'1*'

OF INKU

tj0n trip:

was one of the best I have
s unliner
ways I think I tried
some
|n
but after all* I am not

niucti,
1

the glohe

trotted

jf.tV

1

cmfir

young Belfast friend of

tes a

I did.

as

Ctee Box of
“FRUIT-A-T1VES” or
“Fnm layer Tablet,"
Brought Relief
188KHH38

| left Constantinople the
id for Alexandria, Egypt.
the way at the islands of

|

;ii,J at Piraeus. 'Our boat
be used as a transport

,

Alliens and we had to
city four days for

;

iriyuson. Some friends
,.i lard Oil live in Athens
with them all the time
1 especially enjoyed the
oonlight, the Acropolis

“sight” of

fascinating though

is

Cairo with its Nile

as

.ess

dirty Arab quarter, its
streets, and its natives

,at

look

is
s

not

niug

like

nightshirts,

rode out to th

we

the heat of the daylargest one, not an easy
but

simply i-ad to be
a
guide and

we

hired

we

the inside.

pyramid

You

can

the

on

go

inside,

passages so low that you
and occasionally into

wn

places where the ancient

r

be buried. The museum,
m the world, I enjoyed
also the

zoo.

ourneyed on the millJerusalem, crossing the
o’clock the

-leven

first

in the Holy City the

tig

waited

e

night

over

trains

no

run

over

at

the

gilt on account of the
,ght be blown over the
i.using it dangerous. Jerurongly to me because of
associations, but I took I
a ! ed sacred places with
The temple
to speak.
there is the Mosque of
■

and the

Garden are
need to be question- 1
testing the Church of the
vet

ant

though I don’t put

was,

shrines in it.

lie

An In-

secretary show-ed us all !
i he didn’t skip a place j

V
a

in Jerusalem
of

fell in

we

:

U. S- destroyer who
ihe city and we asked

n

Beirut.

a

igreed

It

was

take

to

th

us

laifa to Beirut.

against
next

We went

and tile boat shoved oil
It

was

lots of fun rid-

■d and

we

ours.

Beirut

got to Beirut,
was

did but little

we

hotter
there

swimming a couple of
ue Syrian Protestant Colly the Y. W. C. A for a
.'mm home (who used to

ru.pie) is

the head of

at

Beirut.

.a

Then

lrom

English steamer
where we changed to a
on ship,
which carried
on

'■

an

Genoa.

to

■s

rtmce

Our next

Chamonix in

was

French Alps,

.1-

led
ria

off from Egypt and
and spent many hours

lie mountains and cros'ne

day

found

we

were

lost on

a

back all
'rely question of wrong
was a bit dangerous,
d immensely because of
••etsand stores, its delicirn, its Louvre and many
d places.
We were in
and then I left, myl chum
isiautiuople via Lausanne,
ee
Switzerland was
passed through it hu»ii
Venice nearly a week
in- time
to be back here.
The
’bis year, knowing the
jects are practically the
i taught last year. The
kmdly and are always
ngs fur us tutors.
It is the
of teas, dinners, contic.
Dances are fewer,
has coine to the other
not so pleasant for some
our

way

a

1

•"“

i*u.

,i

regards to your father

>

Sincerely yours,
Charles S. Mills
AU1 ION !
lie exhaust of an autogasoline engine are pois"ften caused death, says
nnient of Health.
The
carbon monoxide, a col‘ss gas contained in the
ree of combustion in the
tluence upon the amount
le discharged but even !
1
onditions the amount libair to a dangerous deot sufficient ventilation.
xtended to workmen on
yinall garages or even
■'■'here ventilation is not

HUMPHREYS’
Humphreys* Remedies fo
d uso, meets the needs <
•ry ailment from Infant ;.
1 in Dr. Humphreys* Mauuul

Partial

list

FOR

l.F,.

>,

Inflammations

<ua

Wakefulness of Infants

•1 mr,

7 jlildroaai‘l1

■<

8.l„,ltL

l^hyin.,
1
1

'l l-.
Bronchitis
®* 1 •‘cciich.', Neuralgia

Headache. Vertigo.
digestion,Weak Stomach
Cough, Laryngitis

1"

“'1

'I.

rs«

*•

Eru«lons.

j8.li.,
£PiU, ,“d

a^Cetenrh
<7

adults

j,

I

Lumbago

AJk
o

Miliaria
1,1,1 'ing. Internal. Extern

Uf 1

i.

Cold in Head

,4Cou,ih1. Difficult

hi,r

S'JHHT|ir-in!e*iSnoMno.
tS

Breathing

OTOrywhere.

v

1

Mui

Am,

medicine co
Streets. New Yoik

The Giving of an Apple Wai
a Real Tip
The sophisticated city man, wise in
ful1 of a sense of
his own
that wisdom, will snicker when he
hears of how a Nebraska “rube” gave
big red apple as a
a hotel bellhop a

many years ago the annual visits of the
local Boston tars were big events for local yachtsmen, as well as in other ports
Commodore Richard
to the east’ard.
Hutchinson, elected last Wednesday
evening at the annual meeting, went on
record as saying that the cruise is bound
to take place with not less than 30 boats

conceit'jpnd

But just let the smart aleck
tip.
think a moment.
Giving of apples has had some maparticipating.
terial and permanent effect on the
The tentative itinerary of the 1921
race.
It started
cruise, wrtifih will start July 30, embraces destiny of the human
calls at Portsmouth, N. H., Portland,
right at the very beginning, when
Christmas Cove, Camden and Northeast
Mother Eve gave one to Adam, aud
Harbor, and side trips about Mt. Desert ! from that day to this the train of
teen
the
It
has
for those who desire.
! events then set in motion has been
custom of the Portland Yacht Club to enThat, of course,
troubling mankind.
tertain their Boston brethren when the
Hub craft reached this port. In “olden i is a familiar story.
Then there is the episode in which
days” this was looked upon as the banner occasion of the season.
j Venus permitted Paris to present an
to Helen, which simple little act
Boys walking along the seashore at the apple
thousand ships,
and
a
“launched
southern end of Lubec recently noticed a
burned the topless towers of Ilium.”
commotion in the water close to the
Apples that grew only in the Garbeach, and as tile tide settled down on
the flats they saw a 15 foot mud shark
den of Hesperiries brought something
stranded there. It was killed with clubs
of fame to Hercules, but he gathered
and stones and its carcass has been viewthem.
ed by many. Oneof these sharks turns up
:
In fact, the history of the race teems
there about every four or five years
in which an apple
!
They are inhabitants of shallow water with incidents
had
something to do with
and apparently get inside the lighthouse | has
bar and become confused as to the direcshaping destiny. We may turn away
tion of the deep water.
from that and consider the point in a
No step will be taken by Maine packers I more material aspect.
Had the farmer given the boy a
in preparation for next season’s pack
until the present congestion of foodstuffs
dime, it would have been in strict
.il
is relieved and goods begin to move, un
Yet the boy
accord with conventions.
the “present confusion of economic en- ! would have had some
difficulty in exuntil
and
down”
is
battered
tanglements
changing that dime for a big red apthe western packers take the initative
ple. He could not eat the dime, hut
and announce their plans. This announehe could devour, ingest, digest, assimment was made by the head of one of the
largest packing companies in Maine upon ilate and enjoy the fruit. Therefore,
his return from the annual meeting of
just in the degree that the pleasure
the National Canners’ Association. The
of eating a large and juicy apple, no
be
will
he
said,
policy of all the packers,
natter what variety, exceeds tiie slipThe
one of constructive conservatism
ping of a thin dime into one’s pocket,
pack of Maine corn is said to have been
so did the boy gain through the farmin excess of consumption for several
er’s generosity, it was a real tip, all
years so that large stocks have accumuright, rare enough, and therefore, the
lated.
more noteworthy.—Omaha Bee.

j

mous

important

WHY-

PORTLAND, Me., Feb. 2. The Boston
Yacht Club plans to resume its summer
cruises along the Maine coast, which
Not so
were interrupted by the war.

j

Aegean), and Crete and

(

|

MAINE ITEMS.

WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD

Old
I

Chatham, Columbia Co., N. Y.
was bothered with
Constipation,

Liver Trouble and Indigestion for
three years ; and tried all kinds of
medicine with no relief.
I was so bad I would have a
dull,
heavy feeling in the pit of my
stomach ; generally about three or
four hours after eating.
I saw advertised in the
“Troy Times”
‘Fruit-a-tives’ and sent to R. W
Seymour’s drug store in Chatham
and bought two 50c. boxes. Before
I had finished one box. 7 was relieved
and now have no more trouble. I
eat anything I u.
I would advise anyone in the same
condition as I was, to take ‘Fruita-tives’ ; it is a God send, and I would
can

..

not be without ‘Fruit-a-tives’ in the

house”.
WILLIAM GALE SHEPHERD.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
Atdealersor from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited. OGDF.XSBURG, N ¥.,

With Clean Hands
“Give us cheaper food,” the consumers cry. Farmers
have responded, in the face of discouraging difficulties.
Yet the consumers still cry out against the high cost
of foodstuffs, and against the farmers.
The National Grange demands that the complaint be
lodged against those who are truly to blame—against
food manipulators and wasteful distributors. And the
distributor is the city man’s neighbor; food distribution is the city mans problem. Not until the consumers clear themselves of
responsibility for high
prices can they come with clean hands to criticize or
even help the producers.

|

The

Reparations

At last the premiers of France and
England have reached a decision upon
AUSTRIA NEAR COLLAPSE
the matter of German reparations and
How low the name of Austria could the decision, so long postponed, is in
sink politically after the centuries of favor of the former. The decision may
prominence which the old empire enjoyed perhaps be viewed as in the line of a
compromise but the French contentions
in European councils was signally illus
trated when the government of the now are more nearly met.
shrunken Austrian state announced to
Briand, for France, was opposed to a
the Allies that it was at the end of its lump sum settlement. He did not wish
the account closed at a time when Gerresources and was no longer in a position
to continue functioning.
The govern- man capacity to pay is much less than it
ment, in fact, according to report, de- may be and doubtjpss will be in the fuHe wished to have a settlement
clared its intention to retire on January ture.
that would be so framed that France
la and to place the administration of the
country in the hands of the Reparations would profit as Germany became more
Commission. To such a pitiful pass was able to pay. On the other hand Lloyd
the remnant of old Austria reduced as the George has declared for a definite sum sc
result of its embarkation upon the great that Germany would be able to figure for
adventure of 1<J14 with the head of the the future and would set about iu earnest
dyna-ty that stripped it of Silesia in the upon the work of reconstruction.
The settlement meets both contentions
eighteenth century and forced it out of
the headship of Germany in the nine- in a way. The total for the annuities to
teenth
Since the announcement of the be paid is fixed and in addition there is
plight of the government, however, some provided a tax upon German exports
which will bnng increasing returns as
rays of light seemed to pierce the gloom.
The decision of the government to give German business is established on an imup was apparently forced by a threatened proved basis.
By the plan upon which the Allies ha v
strike of employees of public offices for
large increases in pay, owing to the agreed there will be paid by Germany
It $500,000,000 a year for the first, two years,
depreciation of the Austrian krone
$750,000,000 a year for the next three
was later reported that this difficulty had
been settled by an agreement between years, $1,000,000,000 a year for three
the employees and the government. In years, ami $1,250,000,(00 for three years,
the meantime, it was learned that a con- to be followed by the payment of $1,ference between former members of the 500,000,000 a year for a term of 31 years.
In addition there will be placed a tax
Austro-Hungarian empire had been called, to meet at Vienna at an early date, of 12 per cent on all German exports for
and to consider in concert with represen- the next 42 years.
This is the plan but it is possible that
tatives of the Allies means for bettering
the desperate conditions which have long it will yet be changed. There is to be a
been known to exist in Austria. The conference held in London, Feb. 28 when
and the
situation has also been the subject of Germany will be represented
consideration among the Allies, who are question of reparations will be discussed.
We
will
strive lo
that
Germany
imagine
solicitous to prevent a political and economic collapse in Austria that might have a change effected in the terms. It
bring about industrial and political dis- desires definite settlement but it will hold
turbances there while giving a strong I thct a tax upon its exports will not be a
impetus to the movement for a union definite adjustment. The Germans will
probably demand that the tax plan be
with Germany.
abandoned. If the Allies do not consent
very likely the Germans will claim their
HERE AND THERE
right to stand upon the terms of the
treaty of Versailles.—Bangor CommerPeople have been considerably inter- cial.
ested of late in Sir Oliver Lodge’s efforts,
and those of other persons, to get comM.AKDEbl rKUBLLM UN WUKLD.
munications from those who have gone
to the spirit land.
So far as the writer
(The No. American.)
knows, their efforts have all been directLloyd George did not exaggerate when
ed to those who have gone, as the Indians
he said last week that reparations presay, to the “happy hunting grounds,” sented “the hardest
problem of the whole
ignoring those who got elected to the world
today.” As he grimly observed:
other place. Now the earthly lives of
All the Allied nations agree that Gerthe latter have been a great deal more
many must pay the indemnity by her exinteresting and exciting than the former
but all agree th tthey do not want
class and there is reason to believe they ports;
German exports.
Every nation wants to
in
be
another existence. Anyway
may
its own industries. Every natiou
it is on the authority of Shakespeare that protect
wants to colleci its debts.
Germany has
the evil a man does lives after him, while
not enough gold to pay the Allies.
The
Hie good is ofttimes buried with his bones;
Allies have not .enough gold to pay the
so if interest is desired better direct the
And everybody wants to
United States.
wireless to where it may be expected to
be paid in gold.
exist. Prophet Wilbur Gleun Voliva of
Then there is the formidable difficulty
the Zion Colony, Illinois, has anticipated
that any settlement must have the apthis and has got out a “Handbook and
proval and co-operation of the United
Guide to Hell,” based on wbat he terms
States, the big creditor nation—France
he
he
has
received.
says
“helligrams,”
must be able to discount her expectations
According to these hell is an awful place. from Germany for cash, and the United
Of course one does not expect an inhabiStates must be persuaded that Americans
tant of that sphere to be orthodox, and
ought to pay the Allies 12 per cent on all
they are not. They are all homeopathists German goods this country buys. Meanover there and believe in the law “similia
while, Germany must be induced to assimilibus curantur;” that >s, every sinner
sent to revision of the reparation articles
is punished by an overdose of his own
in the treaty of Versailles.
sin.
For instance, a tobacco smoker is
baconed in a box of tobacco smose; and
WARMS YOUR BLOOD.
a chewer will be
immersed in a natatorium of juice. Should it be whiskey
A (poet has said that ‘‘the owlf or all
he is addicted to, then die would be emSome people
his feathers was a-cold
balmed in alcohol. Any one blessed with for all
their wraps are a-cold whenever
mulierosity during his earthly career will they are out-of-doors even in normal
be sentenced to wait on all the whims of
winter weather.
Delilah, Cleopatra, Anne Boleyn or any
It is plain that they need the warmth
other woman who may have got to this
there is in pure, rich, red blood which
for
the
place during
punitive pur- reaches through artery and vein, from
ages
poses.—Oxford Democrat.
head to foot, a I over the body.
They
could be told by many people, from experience, that to have this good blood
THE TURKISH SITUATION
they should take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
This
great medicine has really made it
Apparently there is to be recognition
by the Allies of the Turkish Nationalist possible for many men and women, boys
party, headed by Mustapha Kemal, for and girls, to enjoy cold weather and rethere is to be a meeting at London to sist the attacks of disease. It gives the
discuss the Turkish situation and the right kind of warmth, stimulates and
Nationalists have been invited to send a strengthens a' the same time, and its
representative. To what extent recog- benefits are as lasting as those of any
nition will go remains to be seen, but it tonic possibly can be.
If there is biliousness or constipation,
is freely predicted that there will be undertaken a revision of the Turkish treaty which oftena occurs as a result of the
which is framed but not in effect. The torpifying effect of cold, Hood’s Pills
probabilities appear to be that some of may be taken. They are perfectly comthe territory awarded to Greece will be patible with Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and are
taken away and given to Turkey and a gentle and thorough.
possibility that Mustapha Kemal’s party
NEW LAW FIRM
will be ;ecognized as Turkey.
The difficulty has been that the Greeks
Announcement has been made that
while driving back the Nationalises have
been unable to conquer them in the, in- Arthur S. Littlefield of Rocxland has
terior. The sultan is entirely without' accepted a partnership in the law firm of
Whitehouse of Portland.
power outside of Constantinople and is Woodman &
not entirely dominant in the city. So the This is one of the best known firms in
Allies are placed in the position of either Maine and has one of the largest clientfirm will do business under
compromising with Mustapha or else of eles. The new
making a determined military effort to the name of Woodman, Whitehouse &
abrogate his power and this is an action Littlefield.
Mr. Lit’lefield will continue his resithat does not appeal much to the Allies.
There will, however, be serious question dence in Rockland and retains his offices
if agreements, in relation to other races here, dividing his time between the two
in Turkey, that may be made with Mus- cities. Ultimately, however, the change
involve his removal to
tapha would be kept and if a compromise will probably
Portland, but his extensive interests and
now effected will not mean that the matin Rockland will
ter must be. taken up again later.—Ban- large established practice
preclude any immediate changes.
gor Commercial, *

The hands of the Grange

GEM HAS PLACE IN HISTORY
Great Ruby Has Been Given
Position of Honor in British
Monarch's State Crown.

Why

1

|

j

I

j
i

j
j

|

Tlie history of England might be
written round tlie gems that adorn the
royal emblems. Place of honor in the
front of tlie king’s state crown is given
to the great ruby, which is as large
as a small hen’s egg, and is the celebrated and historic jewel which first in
its English history belonged to tlie
Black Prince, tlie eldest son of Edward
III. The ruby came to him in knightly
fashion on tlie field of battle, being
given to the Black Prince by Don Pedro, king of Casfille, for skill shown
in a short campaign in Spain.
The
ruby does not appear in history until
it took part in tlie battle of Agineourt,
when Henry V went at tlie head of his
troops with the ruby glittering on tlie
front of his coroneted helmet.
More
than a century later, when Charles I
was beheaded, it was ordered by parliament that ail the insignia of royalty
should be destroyed, and tlie gems set
therein sold to the best advantage. In
the list appears tiie statement that the
great ruby was sold for £4 and passed
to some unknown purchaser. “He may
have been a royalist in disguise or lie
may have been a dealer in stones, or
this may have been a spurious deal to
favor a parliamentarian
hut
whatever its adventures during the
commonwealth era. we find the ruby
safe and sound back in the state crown
of Charles II.”

Waldo County Pomona Grange No. 12
E. E.
B. L.

i

j

Belfast, R. F. D. No.
Brooks, Maine.

BOWEN, Secretary,
ABORN, Master,

%

Maine.

Dear Secretary: I’m glad to see the Grange being pushed with good advertising And here’s mv
Ua. for
The COUNTRY Gentleman for a year—52 weekly issues. Please forward my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

(My Name)_
(My Address)___

(Town)-•_(State)_

Kill That Cold With

W L. COOK
Undertaker

CASCARA

QUININE

Colds, Coughs

j

**

Neglected
Take

no

Licensed Embalmer

AND

FOR

Why Nature Makes So Many Drones.
i
Every beehive has hundreds of
drones, lazy fellows who stay at home
when the weather is chill or wet, eat
the food their toiling sisters bring in,

1

the farmer in his clear ly-fought fight
for a decent living—has thrown light
on what happens between the producer and the consumer.
It will
keep you informed of the newest
methods in the management of yotir
farm business and provide wholesome
entertainment for your whole family.
If you already subscribe, tell your
friends that our secretary will order
for them the next 52 issues for just
$1.00. If you are not a subscriber,
send in your dollar today.

are clean.
All its acts have been for the benefit
of producer and consumer alike. Because it has helped the farmer to ao
his share in producing, it can fittingly
say to the city consumer: “Yours and
yours only is the task of remedying
food distribution evils.”
On the score of its clean record for
service the Grange merits your support. And it urges, too, your support for the work of The Country
Gentleman, which has stood with

La

Ol^t

Colds

are

License 377.

Grippe

Belfast, Miine.

Dangerous

chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first
Relieves
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
—

!

and lead a life of ease and luxury,
The time comes, however, when the
queen bee is born, and goes about her
wicked work of stinging to death all
her sister queens before they can

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

j

emerge from their cells.
She takes
short flights thereafter for several
days, and at the end of a week Is
ready for her bridal trip. She dashes
! out in ever-widening spirals, and after
her rush the suitors. 20, 50. perhaps
1.000.
As she is the strongest and
swiftest of all, it is but a following until she, weary of her trip or ready for
the climax of her existence, turns and
greets the first of the drones to reach
her side. He dies in her very embrace,
and she wings back to the hive where
she lays upward of half a million eggs.

Tel. 61-3

sneeze.

|

j

How to Make Shoe Comfortable.
There Is a lot to do when you have
an
uncomfortable shoe besides comOne thing, of course, is to
plain.
exchange it, but suppose the shoe is
really a good fit, really large enough,
or suppose you have worn it so that
it cannot be exchanged.
This is what a woman shoe seller
said recently; Just rub the handle of
a
button hook oyer the spot in the
lining of the shoe that seems to pull
or hurt.
This gentle rubbing loosens
the lining and nine times out of ten
thnt is all that makes the shoe hurt.
The lining is pulled a little tight in
one spot or other, and needs loosening, and the slioe-buttoner handle does
the work.
How Old Is a Tie?
The average life of a railroad tie
properly treated is1 15 years; of an untreated tie about seven and a half
years. If all ties were treated, says
the American Forestry Magazine, the
average consumption would thus be
reduced one-half, or to 42.500.000 ties,
a saving
of over 1.500.000.000 hoard
feet. In its report of 1020 the tie
committee of the American Railway
Engineering association estimates the
saving would be somewhat greater or
about two billion hoard feet.
A SENSIBLE ARRANGEMENT
Sir: Mr. Hoover is arranging for a large
corn to the starving
Chinese, and the arrival is reported of
3,000,000 eggs from China, causing a drop
cf six cents a dozen in the American
market. A Chinaman tells me the Chii nese do not eat corn. However, they can
i feed this free corn to iheir chickens and
1 send us more eggs.—K D. B. in Boston

shipment of donated

!

j

[

Herald.

Velly good
for Melican

for Chinaman.
man.

Velly bad

TO NOTIFY the public
that I have sold my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have no.t sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
STREET, or gone out of business
as has been reported.
I am now
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

1WISH

The “Last Word

”

in Brooders
improved-wears and lasts indefinitely. Heat adjusts itself automatically. Even heat assured. Burns any
kind of fuel equally well.
Know full details of the QUEEN by
reading catalog and booklets which we
New

---gjaaiy

forward on

request.

Kendall UvHiTiwfokTiAw..

___

A. S. HEAL,
Bridge btreet,

Why Not Own Your Own Home?
|

|

G. G. ABBOTT, representing the CHAPIN FARM
AGENCY, has a
large list of desirable farm and city property, and among the city pUces
in which quick sales are desired the
following three are specially desirable, both as to price and location:,
bungalow cottage, nearly new, with about one-half acre of good tillage land. First class cellar and hen pen. Small fruit and pear trees.
Small cottage house with garden, wood house and hen pen for about 40
hens. Owner going away and will offer special inducements for
quick sale.
One and one-half story house and large garden lot 103x118.
Sunny
and
ideal
exposure
home for small family. Owner about to leave the
State and will make an unusually low price for quick sale.
The above places will be shown by Mr. Abbott, Room 6 and 7, Odd

Fellows’

Block,

Belfast.

Expert Piano Tuning
and

a

Repairing

LLOYQ D.
BELFAST,
Phone 126-4.

MAINE.
41 tf

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

tfl

ALGOLA PILLS

For Sale—The Nelson Farm
AT NORTHPORT, with

Belfast, Maine

large amount of standing wood and (lumber and

d diiional six acres of young growth.
All persons are forbidden to trespass on this
trees, shrubs or lumber in defiance of the law.
For information apply to

farm,

to cut

or

carry

Regulate

an

away any

3m53

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station. New York. See
signature on each box.

DICK.EY-K.NOWLTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY, Belfast, Maine

H. W.

ALLEN

Chiropractor
59 High Street,

Room

Telephone 125

Will Pay Spot Cash

For Stock of Goods, Grocery
or General Store.
I and 2 Address P. 0.
box No. 7, Belfast
lm3*

! Heavy Wool Hose—Two Fair Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis,’
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.
for $] .00 at Bert L. Davis’.
I

Chbeh eastern Diamond BraadAflfck
A Fills in Red and Gold meulllcVnJv
n boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. \7m
| Jake no other. Buy of your

AskforCiri.OIftis.TKM
f Drneftst.
DIAMOND BRAND
f

PILLS, forts

years known as Best, C -fest, Always Re^ahnT

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS El'Kfc'MWBh
The fire department of Rockland has
been called out five times during the past
week for grass lires, the lires starting on
North Main street, Broadway, back of A
F. Wisner’s residence. Holmes street, and
two on Camden street.
4

LIGGETT’S

I

THE REXALL STORE

200

Cups of fe^
One Cent

Opeko Coffee

_*__

Cleaned

Vacuum

^Scientifically
2

~

Liggett1 s
OPEKO TEA

Blended

pounds for

One-haif pound pack,
age, 2 packages for

46c.
i

Beginning Saturday, February 12,1921,
We will fill all mailorders

as

far

Guth Honey and Cream Caramels,
2 lb. for 70c
Fine Assorted Chocolates.2 lb. for $1.01

1 Beef, Iron and Wine, 1 pint,

_

1 Lithia

$2.50, 2 for $2.51
.06
.05, 2 for

1 Pound Opeko Coffee.
1-2 Pound Package Opeko Tea,
1-2 Pound Can Cocoa,.
1-2 Pound Cake

Chofcolate,

1 Bottle Extract

Vanilla.

....

1 Bottle Extract of Demon.
1 Box Boullion Cubes,
.....

.45, 2 for
.55, 2 for
.30, 2 for

.56

.30,

2 for

.31

.40, 2 for
.40, 2 for

.41

'.41

.30, 2 for

.31

.31

CITY DRUG

$1.50, 2 for $1.51
.45, 2 for .46
.50, 2 for .51
.41
.40, 2 for
.25, 2 for .26
.45, 2 for .46

....

Tablets,.

...

....

1 4

oz

Camphorated Oil,

1 Can Zinc

j
j

1 Bottle Toilet Water,

.25, 2 for .26
.25, 2 for .26

1

Belfast,

6, 1853, the (laughter o
Mary Ann (White) Faunce.
Her entire life was spent here, where sh e
A. H. Nichols was in town Saturday
attended the city schools, and Nov. 20,
and Sunday.
1877, married Mr Woodcock. Their only
Capt. and Mrs. W. R. Gilkey motored son, Daniel Faunce Woodcock, Dorn
to Bangor Friday.
April 30, 1885, died about five years ago,
Mrs. Blanche Hatch of Islesboro is the and the loss was a great grief to her.
All her life her interests were identifiguest of Mrs. Mial Sargent.
with the First Palish (Unitarian)
Miss Rose Roulstone of Boston is the ed
church and she

guest of Mrs. Flora Roulstone.
Mr. G.

Renfrew Wilson

was

Nov.

a

week-

end guest of friends in Thomaston.
Mr. F. A. Cole of Boston was in town
this week, collecting the water rates.

was a

member of the Al-

Bailey.

M. Bean, survive her.
Mrs. Woodcock
beloved by her intimate friends and

up

highly respected by

a

wide circle of

ac-

to i quaiiitances. She had planned to spend
Mrs. Henry Partridge
Milo Sunday by the death of her niece, the winter with Mrs. Swan. The fuMiss Mona Harmon.
| neral will be held at her late Church
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee of Belfast was street home Friday at 2:30 p. m., with

conducting

Rev. Arthur E.Wilson of the First Parish
(Unitarian) officiating.

Mrs. Emma Gordon is in Belfast

left Monday for
New York, planning to sail from there to
Genoa, Italy, to visit his mother, Mrs.
Antonio Croce

Mr.

Katherine Croce.

in session settling

are

the town’s business.

The Brooks High School will give their
drama, “Safety First,” at Knox Star
G range hall next Friday night, Feb. 11th.
A party of friends ai d neighbors gathat the home of H. A. Shibles Feb.
2nd to celebrate Mr. Shibles birthday.
er

ed

Su pper was served at 7 o’clock and cards
were

Miss Harriet Roalston e, who is at Dr.
E. D. Tapley’s hospital recovering from
surgical treatment, is gaining rapidly.

Makes many colds,
chills, fevers and
pneumonia. Don’t
neglect a cold, but
have a jar of

nurs-

Bertha Hardeen is helping Mrs. Mildred
The selectmen

MUKKILL.

enjoyed until

a

late hour.

DOROTHY B.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mears are spending a few weeks with relatives in Lew-

BROWN.

Dorothy B. the little daughter of Os-

iston.

si

Our esieemed citizen, Elisha Brown,
sat up in a chair for the first time recently and seems improving.

died at their home in
Feb. 2nd, aged 5 years and 4 months. The
f uneral was held at the home Friday after-

an

C.

(Ricker) Brown,
Waldo, Wednesday,

and Bertha C.

kuii

who wish her every happiness.
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey and Mrs. Fred Burr
entertained the White Elephant Auction
Club Wednesday at the former’s home on
East Main street, the first prize going to
Mrs. A. S. Trundy and the consolation to
Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb. Candy was served during the afternoon at the tables.
Mrs W. H. Goodell received a prize for
guessing contest. Others present besides
those already mentioned: Mrs. J. W.
Black, Mrs. Leslie Blee, Mrs. C. N.
Meyers, Mrs. Frank Curtis, Mrs. J. D.
Sweetser, Mrs. John Frame, Mrs. Melvin
Thompson, Mrs. Cora Dow, Miss Kate
Dow.
HARTWELL

MRS.

L.

[illness.

day.
Recently the young
ladies class in Morrill
with

shock,

men

and

young
Sunday school

few others gave a surprise party
to Frank
Brown, superintendent of the
a

Sunday school,

and also teacher of the

young ladies class. It was a complete
surprise to Mr. Brown and he was greatly

pleased. About 30
delightful evening

present. A long,
passed in games,
sociability and enjoying the abundant
treat of sandwiches, cake, doughnuts and
coffee.
were
was

Mrs. F. A. Myrick, Mrs. E. M. Clement and Miss Marguerite Ingraham are all
under the doctor’s care.

RETAIL

uu-jc

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,

35a38
18a32
95
"Corn,
Cracked corn.
95
Corn meal,
95
40
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
2 25
20
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
00
12 50a 15 00
Flour,
H. G. seed,
0 00
20
Lard,

2 20
66
Oats,
Oat Meal,
7
5
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 23a24
10
Pollock,
24
Pork,
8
Rye meal,
2 00
Shorts,
9
Sugar,
0 00
Salt, T. L,
Sweet potatoes, 10

Lime,

DIED.
Brown.

In

Waldo,

Feb 2, Dorothy
B. Brown, aged 5 years and 4 months.
COOMBS. In Belfast, Feb. 7, f ranklin
S. Coombs, aged 82 years, 1 month and 7

from which she never re-

BROOKS BRANCH

Christine A. Jones,

Pays
on

Manager

2 Per Cent Interest

checking

accounts.

In Winterport, Feb. 1, Isabel,
wife of Frank Fogg, aged 53 years, 3
7
months, days.
FOLSOM. In Belfast, Feb. 8, Mrs.
Mary M. Folsom, aged 87 years, 9 months
and 9 days.
Funrrel Saturday at 2 p. m.
WOODCOCK.
In Rockland, Feb. 7,
Mrs. Hartwell L. Woodcock of Belfast,
aged 68 years.

A Second-Hand
/

Baby Carriage

WANTED

Apply K, Republican Journal Office.

>

Paper,.
Envelopes,

MISCELLANEOUS
Hand Scrub Brushes,
..
1 Hair Brush,.
.75

:

WOOL

———

-

!
i

L.

-

""

—

PANTS
a

Pair
WHITE ROCK

—AT—

BERT

-|"■

RUBBERS

DAVIS’

r

STATE OF MAINE

seri'ta

WALDO, So.
Honorable Justice of the Supreme
to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the thud
of
A
D. 1921.
Tuesday
April,

To

the

Judicial Court, next

wile

ouu

I

Providence Washington Insurance
Company, Providence, R, I.

How much Footwe
Isnl it the -wear in footwear
that interests you ?

j

when

|

Will pay $2.00 each and call for same.
C. C. ROGERS
Phone 179-24

Wanted
HOUSEKEEPER in lone widower’s home.

STATE OK

B.

We wish to thank our friends, especially
the Red Men, for kindness to us in our
bereavement and for the flowers sent to
the funeral.
Lewis W. Snyder
MR. and Mrs. Eu Ellis
Mr. and MRS. WALTER P. TWEEDIE
MR. and MRS. RALPH H. HALL
Lewis W. j„ Leslie B. and
Clarence R. Snyder

GRAY IIAIR
Quickly restored to it
natural,ori/inaleolorina

Boston, Maim,

like many a political argument, of will it stand by yov
old friend. You can buy White Rock Rubbers on
basis that the name -HOOD* is your guarantee for the
livery of more than satisfactory service under all condi tu
W'hite Rock Rubbers “wear”.
Buy them by name.
cAsk any dealer

or

write

us.

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS COMPANY. INC

MAINE.

ss

Judicial Court, In Vacation.
Belfast, February 4, A. D. 1921.
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is ordered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Re-

Do you remember the
old black pure gum boots
which were still good
after years and years of
keeping? -HOOB^ Red
Boots are the only red
boots which will act the
same way. And this
clearly shows the value
of the patented Hood
Pressure Process A
Red Boots wear
long and look

Show any boy a pair of
black Red Tread Boots
and you win his heart at
once. They are the boy’s
most popular boot. Ex-

newspaper printed in Belof Waldo, the fmt publication to be sixty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third
Tuesday of April next, that he may then
and there appear in said Court and answer
3w8
thereto, if he see fit.
CHARLES J. DUNN,

publican Journal, a
fast, in the County

tremely practical

in con-

durable and
economical. The strip of
extra quality red rubber
across the ball of the foot,
where the most wear
comes, serves as a mark
of identification.
Look fcr the
struction,

Justice Supreme Judicial Court.

A true copy of writ and libel with order of
notice thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
Date of publication Feb. 10, 1921.

R^^

__II

——Mi—p——

THOMPSON,

CARD OF THANKS

by

w!

is, will it fall

BOYS RED TREAD BOOT

Pemaquid, Maine

or i55 cents

know

want to

Supreme

Address.
C.

good and you know

rubber looks

an

Subscribed and sworn tobefore me this
fourth day of February, A. D. 1921.
Signed ARTHUR RITCHIE,
[L. S.)
Notary Public.

Waldo,

a

YOUknow
it fits well. What you

|

MARKET

days.
FOGG.

She had been the guest

gained consciousness, Mr. Woodcock is
in Nassau, N. P., for the winter and his
brother,Frank R. Woodcock, was with her
during her illness, returning home Tuesday morning, accompanied by Mrs. C rie.
A cable was received Tuesday morning
from Mr. Woodcock saying, “Impossible
to arrive.” Mrs. Woodcock was born in
*

Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
20
Veal,
30
Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

RETAIL PRICE

several weeks of Mrs. Ella F: Crie and
was enjoying unusual health and was in
the best of spirits when stricken with a
severe

36
40
06
35
48
35
32

WOODCOCK.

Alice Fai nc“, wife of Hartwell Leon
Woodcock of this city, died Monday forenoon at The Bicknell, Rockland, after a
short

Cheese,
Bartlett of Thorndike, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Chicken,
Calf
Skins,
Marriner and little son of Belmont, and
Duck,
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Cross and four boys
E.gs,
of Morrill made up quite a family party Fowl,
at Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Cross’ last Sun- Geese,
naj

,25.

1 Pound Cascade Linen Paper.

.31

11

ELMIRA A McKEEN.of Belfast aforesaid,
of Joseph A, McKeen, respectfully rep
results that she was lawiully married to the
in the house and it
McKeen at Belfast, on the
said Joseph A
will prevent serious
twenty-fifth day of January, 1890, that they
lived together as husband and wife at Belfast
.uiuo
auu
pucuiuDuia.
aforesaid from the time of their said marriage
upset the stomach with internal remuntil the first day of January, 1916; that on the
edies, but simply apply MINTOL at
(said first day ol January, 1916, the said Jct-eph
night and your cold will be gone in the
I A. McKeen utterly deserted your libellant
without cause and went to parts unknown to
morning. It’s inexpensive.
,htr; since which time she has never seen or
heard from him, or received from him any
support; that said utter desertion has continued foi three consecutive years next prior
ne
to the filing of this libel in court; that
said Joseph A. McKeen being able to labor
AfaBeta December 31, 1930.
and provide for her .has grossly, wantonly
Real estate. .$ 100.000 00, an»i cruelly neglected to provide her with
suitable support; that his residence is un0 00
Mortgage loans..
Collateral loans.
0 00 ! known to your libellant and cannot be ascerStocks and bones. 6,182,614 19
tained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore she prays tnat a divorce may be
I Cash in office and bank.. 1 127.767 82
1,271,9 5 73 I decreed between her and the said Joseph A.
| Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
McKeen
for the causes above set forth.
34
42,537
I interest and rents.
37,637 42
February 4, 1921.
1
All other assets.
faigntd ELMIRA A. McKELN.
978,389 51

PULLETS WANTED

and has many friends in town

1

for $3.UU

I

MINTOL

Gross assets... $9,740.882 01
n oon with Mrs. Nathan Hunt of Morrill
Regular meeting of Knyvett.a Rebekah
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. Lottie
Deduct items not admitted.
6,009 84
Lodge will be Thursday.Febru iry 10th. A
officiating. The remains were taken Satand Miss Flora Murch last Thursday with
Admitted assets.$9,734,872 17
to Berwick, their former home for
good attendance is desired, especially the
urday
a good company present, a good amount
members of the degree staff, as there is
interment.
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
1 of work accomplished and a fine treat of
rehearsal.
Light refreshments
Net unpaid losses.$1.233,*58 32
to be a
two kinds of ice cream, assorted cake
Unearned premiums. 4,210,427 03
will be served at the close of the meeting.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
All other liabilities.
and cookies.
279. 64 37
Cash capital. 1,000.000 00
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Capt. and Mrs Albert B. Colson of 657
Honesty Grange entertained Waldo
over
liabilities.
Surplus
3.011,322 45
50th street, Brooklyn, New York, an- Pomona
PAID PRODUCER
Grange, Tuesday, Feb. 1st. The PRODUCE MARKET
Total liabilities and surpl.us. $9,734,872 17
nounce the engagement of their daugh- town seemed full of
00
$25
I Hay,
good looking Patrons Apples, per bush,
Stockton Springs.
75a 100 Hides,
03 B. B. Sanborn, Agent,
ter, Jeanette Trundy, to Robert Edward and Mrs. Patrons. Nearly 200 were en3»6
7 Lamb,
25
Beans,
pea,
Crockett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. tertained at the noon hour and all seemed
11 Lambskinsl 25a 35
Beans, y. e.,
Crockett, of 635 Forty-eighth street, well pleased witn the exercises and pleas- butter,
50a 55 Mutton,
20
13al4 Potatoes,
90
Brooklyn, New York. Miss Colson has ures of the day.
Beef, sides,
12a 13 Round Hog,
16
Beef, f. q.,
visited her aunt, Mrs. Henrietta Young,
10 to 50 BARRED ROCK PULLETS.
nil.
anu
i»iio.
ciuas
nuu i/uudiu
summers

■

strrmT weather

away.

J. F. Bryant’s.

mother’s love, also two cousins in this
city, Mrs. Abbie Swan and Miss Annie

called

was

Elmer Bryant of Morrill is visiting at

ing.

Smith.

in town Thursday evening
her dancing classes.

Myra Bryant kept house for her !

He twin sister, Ella, died at the
age of fifteen years. Her former d ughter-in-law, Mrs. Crie, whom she g ,/e a

was

was

Mrs.

while site

liance.

Mrs. Harold Coombs of Belfast is the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. B.

The Dinsmore Store
next week.

Mrs. John Cornforth and daughter
Elizabeth visited in Belfast last week.

....

Proprietors

at

Miss Clementine Bucklin visited Mr. and
Mrs. Linwood Thompson the past week.

u;

Square, Belfast, Maine

“Old Fashion” Shoe Sale ALL

KINUX

and

Daniel

i

(-

.51,

2 Boxes of 50 each. Cascade Linen

.50, 2 for .51
.25, 2 for .26
1.00, 2 for 1.01

_—

SEARSPORT.

.30 2 for

....

Bouquet Ramee Face Powder,

^

!o

.2.-,

STATIONERY
l Box Cascade

....

1 Can Bouquet Ramee Talcum Powder,
1 Can Corylopsis Talcum Powder,

.j

1 Cake Klenzo’s Tar Shampoo Soap,
1 Cake Violet Dulce Soap,
....

....

.1.00, 2 for 1.01
.25, 2 for .26

1 Can Rexall Baby Talcum,
1 Tube Rexall Tooth Paste,

-,o

_

.50

1 Cake Rexall Medicated Skin Soap,
1 Tooth Brush,.

TOILET GOODS

READ & HILLS,
_

Stearate,

Cream,
Cream,
Tube 3 oz. Rikers Cold Cream,
Jar Peroxzone Van. Cream,
8-oz. Rose Water and Glycerine,

1 Rexall Cream of Almonds,
1 Cake Rexall Toilet Soap,

60, 2 for 61
25, 2 for 26
.35, 2 for 36
.25, 2 for 26

1 100 Cascara Tablets, 5 Grain,
1 Tube Zinc Oxide Ointment,

Postoffice

STORE,

1

1 Bottle Hinckles’ Ciscara Compound Pills (100)
.35, 2 for 36
l Bottle Aspirin (100) U. D. Co.,.75, 2 for 76

1 Bottle Jaynes’ Balsam Tar, 6 oz.50, 2 for .51
I Bottle Rexall Iron and Cascara Tonic,
1.25, 2 for 1.26
1 Box Rexall Cold Tablets,
1 Box Rexall Headache Powder,

1
1

1 Bottle Rexall Cherry Bark Cough Syrup, 4 oz
1 Box Rexall Charcoal Tablets,.25, 2 for. .26
1 Jar Rexall Mentholine Balm,.30, 2 for .31
1 Bottle Jayaes’ Alkaseptic,
30, 2 for .31

.46

1 Jar Violet Dulce Cold
1 Jar Violet Dulce Van.

.20, 2 for .21
1.25, 2 for 1.26

PHARMACEUTICALS

1 Tube Rexall Analgesic Balm,
1 Bottle Rexall Baby Laxative Syrup,
1 Box Rexall Carbolic Salve.

FOOD PRODUCTS

We do not pay Parcel Post

.50, 2 tor .51

....

1 Bottle Rexall Soda Mint Tablets, 100 in bottle,
! Pint Bottle Rexall Syrup of Hypophosphites,

REMEDIES

1 Maximum Hot Water Bottle, two years’ guarantee,
limited quantity only,
$2.50, 2 for $2.51

will refund money.
do not include war tax.
we

I Bottle Rexall Kidney Pills,

.21
.20, 2 for
.40, 2 for .41
.46
.45, 2 for
2 jars for 76c.

....

GOODS

out of any article

These prices

1 Symond’s Inn Chocolate Pudding,
Symond’s Inn Peanut Butter, 10 oz.
4 oz. Imported Olive Oil,.
13 oz. Jars Queen Olives,

CANDY

1 Fountain Syringe, two years’ guarantee,
1 Rubber Nipple,.

we are

this sale.

on

RUBBER

If

possible.

as

Ending Saturday, February 19,1921

and

fovv 0. iyg wuli ALildredina
Ha:r ilorniviy. it is net
>' dye. H uioi’os dandruff
and iaite.8 thij hair clean,
fluffy, abundant and
beautiful. Samplemailed
Tho Mildred Louise Co. Maldeu 48

FOUND
On the streets of Belfast a Prestolite
tank. Owner can have same by proving
property and paying for this adv.
GUY L. PEAVEY,
lw6*
At Ben D. Field’s Store.

Aspirin

DONT LET YOUR TEETH
GROW OLD

U. P. Co.
The patent on Aspirin having expired in 1917, the United States
Patent Office cancelled the alleged
trade mark “Aspirin” and the name
is now public property.

FRESH

Perfectly clean teeth
will never decay.
To clean, polish
and preserve
the enamel

Received daily.

use-

in their

phone orders
attended to.

“Aspirin U. D. Co.” is guaranteed
pure and genuine by the United Drug

Company,

and

|

sold in all Rexall

GIIY DRUG STORE
READ &

FRANK L.

|

Drug Stores.
Per 100, 5-gr. tablets, 75c.

HILLS, Propr’s.,

Belfast.

at

The Dinsmore Store
next week.

YOUNG

FISH MARM I
Tel. 58.

SALESMEN WANTED to solicit ordeTs
for lubricating oils, greases and paints Salary or Commission. Address THE HARVEY
OIL CO,, Cleveland, Ohio.

ARealBustik'^1

For Sale
“Old Fashion” Shoe Sale

j

season

***

Discovc ied »'
Rosetone apple li
works wonders win*
nection with 5 gram 1

FITTED GREEN OLD GROWTH
gray birch wood $13 per cord delivered.
HENRY W. COLLINS,
Apply to
8 Congress Street, Belfast.
137-13
lw6*
Telephone

Rosetone is

put up

»u

f
0

A men
$2.50 jars.
Syndicate, Malden 4n,

E. D. Vose and Roscoe Thurston were
Mr. i\. r. uray nas soi
|
in Belfast recently on business.
farm to a party from New Jefse

|

j

|
f
■

I

